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NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD

A survey of teacher coilege graduates shows nine of 10 are brimming with optimism that all children can learn, but many fear they
lack adequate training to reach
increasingly troubled students.
The survey, sponsored by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., interviewed 1,002 fledgling teachers
and found 93 percent "strongly

agree" and six percent "somewhat
agree" children can learn.
But 58 percent said they wish
they had more practical training
before entering the classroom.
Some new teachers in the area
have the same opinion.
"This year we have some
counsellors here and that helps,"
said Eddie Morris, a new physical
education teacher at East Calloway
Elementary School. "But as far as

training we receive in dealing with
these kids (those with behavioral
problems or learning disabilities),
it is sparse. There needs to be more
workshops and seminars in dealing
with these types of problems."
Sherry Shutt, a new art teacher
at Murray High School, agrees, but
found the total number of students
was the most difficult problem to
deal with in her last teaching job.
"I had difficulties fighting with

Sing out

numbers; they're all crammed in
there (the classroom). But once I
got them all working, it was no
problem," she said. "As far as
being prepared, I got a lot of training at Murray State working with
the schools. I. don't always know
what to do with children with behavioral problems, but a lot of it is
making the effort to find out why
they're doing what they're doing.
Sometimes they just need a little

attention.
"But," she added. "nothing completely prepares you until you get
out there and do it."
About 45 percent of those
surveyed said even the best teachers will find it tough to teach more
than two-thirds of their students.
Three-fourths believe many children come to school with so many
(Cont'd on page 2)

Park faces negligence suit
by woman who says she fell

MOSCOW — Former President Reagan lectured Moscow
university students today on the
virtues of capitalism, democracy
and religion — and said he'd be
following the same course as
Mikhail S. Gorbachev if he were
Soviet leader.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger 8. Times Stall Writer

The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board, the city of Murray and
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry have
been charged with negligence in a
lawsuit filed by a Benton woman
who said she suffered injuries from
'a fall while at the park last year.
Nova Darnell, who filed the suit
in Calloway County Circuit Court
on Aug. 31, claimed that workers

STATE
BURNSIDE, Ky. — Lexington developer Dudley Webb
believes construction on a lodge
for General Burnside Island
State Park could begin as early
as next spring. In fact, Webb
said Monday he hopes engineering work on the project can be
completed by late winter.

at the park's concession stand failed to keep the restroom "in a dry
condition,' causing her to slip in a
pool of water in the restroom and
fall on Sept. 4, 1989, according to
the suit.
The fall has left her "permanently disabled as a result of her injuries," according to the suit, which
asks for restitution of medical bills
and other damages in excess of the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Carrollton lands new
, steel finishing plant

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Owners
were ordered to give players
$102.5 million as compensation
for the clubs' conspiracy against
free agents during the 1987 and
1988 seasons. Arbitrator George
Nicolau issued the decision following 31
/
2 years of hearings,
but did not detail how much
money would go to each player,
ruling only on the total amount
of damages.

50-CENTS

New teachers see need for more practical training
By STAFF, AP REPORTS
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About 75 people showed up for the first rehearsal Monday night of the-ch0Fa1itiion, which is
comprised
of individuals within the Murray and outlying areas. Pictured above, Dr. Steven Michelson, Murray State
University's new director of choral activities, is spearheading the effort to organize this choral
union
which will perform -The Messiah" on Dec. 4 in Lovett Auditorium on the N1SU campus. Anyone
interested in participating in the choral union should attend the rehearsals which are scheduled from 7-9 p.m.
on Mondays in the choral room of MSU's Fine Arts Center.
Staff photo by Mary Laytoe

CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) —
Armco Inc. and one of Europe's
leading steelmakers on Monday
announced plans to build a stainless steel finishing_plant in.northern Kentucky.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he
believed it would be the largest
industrial investment in Kentucky
since Toyota's auto assembly plant
in Scott County.
The new plant will cost $222

million, with a $50 million expansion expected within five years.
The new company, North American
Stainless, is a joint venture of Armco._ and ..Acerinox,---SA-of -Madrid,Spain.
The new plant will employ about
150 when production begins in
1992, with 100 more workers to be
added in the expansion, company
(Cont'd on page 2)

BUSINESS
DETROIT — General
Motors Corp. is free to close
plants but will spend $4.2 billion to protect the income of
employees affected by cutbacks
under its new labor agreement, a
newspaper said today.

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly cloudy. A 50
percent chance of showers. Low
around 60.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers. High
in the lower 80s.
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday calls
for warmer and more humid
weather with a chance of thunderstorms each day.
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Europeans join expansion of embargo against Iraq
By ARTHUR ALLEN
Associated Press Writer

European nations have joined
Washington in backing the expansion to air corridors of a U.N.
embargo on trade with Iraq, and
showed new resolve by agreeing to
expel Iraqi military attaches and
restrict the movement of other
Baghdad diplomats.
The governments were angered

Hydrogen leak forces
fourth shuttle delay
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday crr 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and S Lm. to
12 noon Saturday.

by Iraq's rough treatment of Western diplomats in occupied Kuwait
last week, when some had their
compounds raided.
The latest picture of the situation
inside Kuwait, drawn from the
tales of refugees suddenly allowed
to flee via the lone border crossing
into Saudi Arabia, was of a wealthy nation being broken, in despair.
Stunned refugees among the
thousands who have fled their

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A
buildup of flammable hydrogen
vapor in the engine compartment
Monday forced NASA to cancel a
fourth attempt at launching the
space shuttle Columbia.
NASA postponed Columbia's
astronomy mission until after a
higher-priority flight of the shuttle
Discovery in October.
The leak appeared as the
shuttle's huge external fuel tank
was being filled. It was detected a
few minutes after supercooled liquid hydrogen fuel began flowing
into the tank at a "fast fill" rate of
8,400 gallons per minute — the
same point where buildup caused
NASA to cancel two previous
launches.
At one point, the vapor reached
levels more than triple NASA's
limit.
The shuttle was to have been
launched at 1:28 a.m. EDT

Tuesday.
"The mood is pretty depressing," said Keith Hudlcins, chief of
the orbiter division. "After all
summer trying to chase these leaks
down ... I'll tell you this, we've
had all the experts working very
long hours, and they are experts.
It's just a very difficult problem."
After the launch was called off,
engineers scrambled to find the
cause of the problem. They monitored sensors in the engine compartment long after the filling operation was stopped.
Robert Crippen, director of the
shuttle program, said NASA would
conduct a tanking test, on Sunday
at the earliest, in an attempt to pinpoint the source of the leak. Television cameras will be mounted in
the crowded compartment, he said.
"It's obviously a leak we cannot
pick up," Crippen said.
He said the leak appears only
when the liquid hydrogen fuel is at
(Cont'd on page 2)

homeland since the border was
opened Friday told of husbands and
sons pulled out of cars and hauled•
away by Iraqi troops.
The Iraqis were not explaining
what they intended to do with the
men.
Because of the apparently random seizures of men ages 17 to 40,
the number of refugees crossing
into Saudi Arabia had decreased to
a trickle today. Iraqi soldiers were

allowing one car across the border
every 10 minutes or so.
. Refugees said today that the Iraqis had set up six checkpoints on
the 120-mile route from Kuwait
City to the Khafji border crossing.
They said the Iraqis — seeking
to break their spirit — had
mounted an escalating campaign of
torture, beatings and shootings.
One fleeing professional said the
Iraqis were out "to demolish any-

thing that has to do with Kuwait"
or its ruling al-Sabah family,
changing the names of streets, hospitals, traffic circles.
The al-Sabahs, forced into exile
by Saddam Hussein's Aug. 2 invasion, say the Iraqi leader intends to
empty their oil-rich land of its
people.
"It is all becoming Iraqi," the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Andy Rogers of 904 S. 16th Stre spent hours this morning redistributing the heaps of dirt unearthed
from his lawn after his sewer Ii was replaced. Rogers said that the Orangeberg sewer line, which was
approximately 25 years old, nee d to be replaced because the pressure from tree roots had caused the
lines to collapse. The life of these sewer lines is about 25 years. He replaced them with vinyl coated lines
which he said are supposed to outlive the Orangeberg lines. Rogers said that several of his neighbors have
had to replace their Orangeberg sewer lines recently due to the same problem.
st4 pbele by Nary Lapse
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Tenn-Tom officers, board
elected at annual meeting

Making molasses
4

Officers and the board of directors of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Council
who will guide the organization in
1991 were recently elected at the
Annual Membership meeting held
in Orange Beach, Ala.
Dove!! Haley of Decatur, Ala.
was elected chairman of the council. He previously served as vicechairman. Haley, a founding member of the council, is an executive
with Monsanto Company, serving
as superviser, Traffic. He succeeds
Ron Coles, project manager of
Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates,
Inc. of Nashville, Tenn. Coles, who
served two consecutive terms as
chairman, will now remain active
on the board as past chairman.
Donald G. Waldon of Columbus,
Miss., administrator of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority, will continue to serve as president of the
council. Walter Stevenson of Montgomery, Ala. was named vice-
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Jury hands down
indictments Monday
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It's sorghum molasses-making time again at the Empire Farm in the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes (LBL). Residents of the area are invited to watch an old-fashioned sorghum mill
grind cane and see how molasses are made when this special program

New plant...
(Cont'd from page 1)
an state officials said.
"I think I'll go to Disney
World," said a jubilant Carrollton
Mayor Charlie Webster. "Isn't that
what they say when they win the
World Series? This is winning the
World Series for Carrollton."
The plant site, a big chunk of it
now covered by soybeans, is 1,000
acres along U.S. 42 east of Carrollton, near Ghent. There is frontage
on the Ohio River and a rail line,
which were among several necessities, said Armco President and
Chief Operating Officer Robert L.
Purdum.
Site selection "was difficult and
intense," Purdum said. "No one ...
inducement brought us here."
About 100 sites were considered,
but Carrollton met all the new
company's requirements, Purdum
said.
North American Stainless will
finish various types and grades of

stainless steel. It is expected to
produce 170,000 tons of steel sheet
and strip per year for customers
who service the chemical, pulp and
paper, construction and food and
beverage industries.
The Carrollton- plant will be
computerized and highly automated, said David Todd of Armco
Advanced Materials Co. in Butler,
Pa., which will market its products.
Todd said the facility will need
workers with technical skills. The
company will want a minimum of a
high school education and would
prefer post-secondary vocational
and tedmical training, he said.
"We feel confident we're going
to get the skills we need," Todd
said. "How far we're going to
have to reach out (from Carroll
County) to get that, we don't
know.
Some key workers will be sent to
Spain and Butler, Pa., for training,
Todd said.
Wages will be "very competitive" with other area industries,
Todd said, declining to be specific.
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Iraqi embargo...
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The Calloway County Grand
Jury concluded its two-day hearing
Monday morning, returning at least
lp .
seven indictments:
• Robert Kelly — defrauding a
secured creditor over S100; entered
is presented Sept. 28-30. The times for the event are 9:30 a.m. to 4
not guilty plea: pre-trial conference
p.m. Organized groups should make reservations by telephoning (502)
set for Oct. 26.
924-5602 ext. 238.
• Terry Todd — driving on
revoked license, driving under the
influence, wanton endangerment,
first degree criminal mischief, no
insurance; entered not guilty plea:
pre-trial conference set for Oct. 26.
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
• Costello Grogan — flagrant
non-support; pre-trial conference
court's S4,000 jurisdictional limit. problems it is hard for them to
for Oct. 26.
set
become good students.
The suit incorrectly names longJudy
Carole Wright — 11
•
that
almost
guarantee
"I
can
time board member Clyde Atkins
of
theft by deception over
counts
as chairman of the park board in its unless government and other instiS100,
47
counts
of theft by deceplist of defendants, according to cur- tutions start solving the out-of$100,
one count of
tion
under
and
unless
problems
of
kids,
school
rent board chairman Bobby Martin,
being a persistent felon; entered
who said the suit has been turned our schools change dramatically to
support teaching and learning, five not guilty plea: pre-trial conference
over to city attorneys.
set for Oct. 26.
Martin said the board, which was years from now this idealistic and
Tommy Jones — three counts
•
teachers
of
new
committed
group
night
in
told of the suit Monday
theft by deception over $100;
of
regular session, was "surprised" to will be leaving the profession in
entered
not guilty plea: pre-trial
presihear about any accident at the droves," said Albert Shanker,
conference set for Oct. 26.
Federation
of
American
of
the
dent
park's restrooms.
• David Haynes — second degree
"We had not been made aware of Teachers.
"I think schools will be increas- assault, third degree criminal tresher accident prior to her filing the
pass, three counts of terroristic
more involved in dealing
ingly
complaint," Martin said. "None of.
threatening;
entered not guilty plea:
the current park workers say that with the total student," said Dr.
set for Oct. 26.
pre-trial
conference
they talked to her about it when it Mary Valentine, guidance counseHenson
—
two counts of
•
James
Schools.
Elementary
at
Murray
lor
happened."
trafficking in marijuana, one count
schools
saying
(the
shy
from
"I
Darnell, who was there at the
will be) solving their problems, but of trafficking in cocaine: set to
park that day "patronizing an arts
teaching life skills appear with attorney Sept. 28.
and crafts show," reportedly sus- instead will be
Other indictments will be
giving
them
tools to deal with
and
tained injuries to her back, left
released
for publication as notificashoulder and arm and right knee their problems."
giving
is
to the individuals,
tion
Eighty-three percent of those
and leg, according to the suit.
according to circuit 'Court officials.
they
can
strongly
agreed
polled
In other business, the board also
difference in students' Those names will be announced as
approved the moving of a monu- make a
soon as they are released by the
ment erected at the old park honor- lives.
officials.
with
working
enjoy
"Unless
you
ing one of the founderspffocal
make
a
believe
you
can
and
-kids
baseball league play, Gene Cathe
difference (in their lives), you
The board approved the request don't need to be in this profesof Mitzi Cathey and Marilyn sion," Morris said. "Besides basic
McCuiston to move the concrete skills, we teach values and help (Cont'd from page 1)
and marble monument from its develop self-esteem. Those things professional said, estimating that
location near the Kentucky League come across in everything we do." just 300,000 Kuwaiti nationals
field at the old park to the front
The survey, "New Teachers: remain behind, with about half a
entrance near the flagpole at the Expectations and Ideals," was con- million having fled. Saddam has
new park.
ducted by telephone during July declared Kuwait part of Iraq and
The monument, erected in 1966, and August by Louis Harris and
annexed it, and the professional
honors Gene Cathey's contribution
Associates, Inc. It had a margin of said a prominent traffic circle in
to the beginnings of league play in sampling error of plus or minus Kuwait City was being demolished
Murray in the 1950s, according to three percentage points. Teachers to make way for a life-size statue
McCuiston. Cathey died in 1965. weruselected randomly from a list of Saddam.
Cathey, along with former Mur- of teacher college graduates comMeeting in Brussels on Monday,
ray coach Ty Holland, helped get piled by the American Association foreign ministers of the 12-nation
the baseball leagues going, of Colleges for Teacher Education. European Community agreed to
McCuiston said.
Most entered the teaching force expel all Iraqi military attaches in
fall.
this
retaliation for the Iraqi raids Friday
The monument has been the vicA-spokesperson for Metropolitan on the French, Belgian, Dutch and
tim of vandalism and decay during
the last few years, according to
Life said it plans to sponsor a Canadian embassy compounds in
Park Director Gary Hohman, who
follow-up survey next spring of the Kuwait.
They also restricted the movesaid the new location would better
same group to determine their attiment
of Iraq's diplomats and called
classroom
protect it from mischievous
of
year
a
after
tudes
on the Iraq to "realize the suicidal
children.
experience.
character of its behavior toward the
international community."
In addition, Britain ousted eight
officials at the Iraqi Embassy and
deported 23 other Iraqi citizens.
France has expelled 29 Iraqis since
Friday.
President Bush on Monday
WERE AGi-MNG Fa? American Heart
endorsed expanding the
NcuR LiFE
Association
U.N-ordered embargo on trade with
Iraq to include air traffic.
"What we want to do is tighten
up the United Nations sanctions so
nothing is going in," he told reporters in Washington. "Some countries ... seem to be more willing
than others to avoid the sanctions."
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Marshall County officials dissappointed with voter response to a
proposed Draffenville sewer district will begin a phone campaign
this week of more than 200 voters
to collect their ballots, according to
a report in the Paducah Sun.
Marshall County Planner Robert
Strow told the Paducah Sun that
fewer than half of the 517 ballots
have been returned since being sent
by certified mail three weeks ago
and many of them have yet to be
picked up from the post office.
"We feel like we really want
everyone to be counted," Strow
said in the report. "Whether they're
for it or against it, we really want
the people to respond."
The proposed sanitation district
would serve a 10-mile area from
U.S. 68 to Zion's Cause Baptist
Church, south to Kentucky 782,
continuing through the Purchase
Parkway, a half-mile north on U.S.
641, through Draffenville and
south on U.S. 68 to Briensburg,
according to the report.

Shuttle delay...
(Cont'd from page 1)
its coldest — minus 423 degrees
Fahrenheit. As it warms a few
degrees while the shuttle sits, the
leak stops, Crippen said.
Columbia is the oldest ship in
the fleet. It has been flying since
1981 and has nine missions on its
flight log.
At a briefing "earlier in -the day,
William Lenoir, the head of
NASA's space flight program,
expressed the hope the leaks had
been found and fixed. Two leaky
components were replaced last
week.
"We're going to keep trying
until we get it right, he said.
In past filling operations, NASA
said it would stop fueling if there
were more than 600 parts of highly
flammable hydrogen vapor in a
million parts of air. But on Monday, Lenoir said that the bottom
line would be raised to 1,000 parts
per million. The mission was called
off on Monday when concentrations reached 3,300 ppm.
On Sept. 5, when the last filling
operation also ended in a scrub,
sensors recorded 6,500 ppm. On
the attempt before that, May 29,
hydrogen leaked in two places:
from the large pipe that connects
the ship with its tank and in the aft
compartment where the engines
are.
The pipe was replaced, and there
was no leak in that area on Monday
or during the last fueling:
Hydrogen vapor could burst into
flame if the concentration is too
high.
Monday afternoon began badly
for the launch team. The start of
the filling operation was delayed
53 minutes because of lightning
within six miles of the launch pad.
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Marshall officials
to begin phone
campaign for votes

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Rated ••• Excellent by
Dept 0266

chairman-elect of the organization.
Stevenson is Chief of Resource
Development, State of Alabama,
Department of Economic and Community Affairs. Alan Harper of
Aliceville, Ala., vice president of
Industrial -Development, First
National Bank of Pickens County,
Ala. was named secretary of the
organization. Mayor Thomas Griffith of Amory, Miss. was elected
treasurer.
Members of the executive committee for 1991 include Wayne
Meunier, manager of the PaducahMcCracken County Riverport
Authority; Clifford W. Mitchener,
executive director of the Yellow
Creek, Miss., State Inland Port
Authority; Larry Washington,
Adalex Resources, Louisville and
John B. Herbert, president, Sangravel Company, Inc., New Johnsonville, Tenn.
Members of the board of directors are elected from nine membership categories for two-year terms
each year.
Elected from this area are Henry
Hodges, Purchase Area Development District of Mayfield and Me
Me Wiley, Paducah, McCracken
County Convention Center.

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.
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Installing a piece of history
By BARBARA MAYER
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POINTED GABLES, VARIED windows and a bow and a balcony are
features of this house. A bedroom and bath is on the first floor with
two
additional bedrooms and bath above. Plan HA1590C has 900 square
feet on the first floor and 780 on the second. For more information
,write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to archit
ect
Lester Cohen, 19 W. 44th St., New York, NY 10036.

Electrical extension cords
may be potential danger
By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Norrotoaturos

Electrical extension cords are so
useful and common that many people forget they can be dangerous.
In fact, some local electrical
codes forbid their use. If the cord
is wrong for the job or is improperly used, it can cause fire. The Consumer Product Safety Commission
estimates that improperly used
extension cords cause nearly 5,000
house fires each year.
Here are some do's and don'ts
for choosing and using extension
cords:
— Consider an extension cord a
temporary connection. Unplug it
and store it after each use.
— If several devices are attached
to one extension cord and used at
the same time, there is a good
chance the cord is overloaded,
— Most extension cords are
marked with a rating in amperes
(also called amps or simply abbreviated "A"). The appliance should
not exceed the cord's ampere rating. To obtain an electrical
device's amperage, divide its wattage by 110. Then choose an extension cord with appropriate ampere
rating. Generally, appliances that

produce heat or cold — space heaters, air conditioners, refrigerators,
clothes dryers — have higher
amperage than appliances that do
mechanical tasks — food processors, clothes washers and vacuum
cleaners.
— The wiring in electrical cords
is also rated to help you when
choosing extension cords. The lower the number, the larger the wire
and the greater the amount of current it can safely carry.
A lamp-type cord usuarly contains No. 18 wire. Don't use it for
any device which draws more than
seven amps. Heavier-duty No.16,
No.14, or even No.12 should be
used for devices which draw higher
amounts of current.
— An extension cord's length is
also important. A longer cord
wastes current. If it is too long, the
drop in current can reduce an
appliance's efficiency. A No:18-lamp-type cord, for example,
should never be more than 25 feet
long.
— If you must use an extension
cord for a refrigerator, air conditioner or some other electrical unit
that draws substantial amounts of
current, it should be a heavy-duty
three-wire cord.

Difficulties involved
in shutting home for winter

Not everyone can live in an architectural landmark, but installing
piece of history such as an old mantel or door, a sink or wood paneli a
ng is
a growing option.
Once considered fair game for the wrecker's ball, buildings parts
now salvaged and sold at retail through a network of architectural are
antiques dealers.
Although most items are anonymous relics, some have impecc
able
pedigrees. The current mail-order catalog of New York-based Irrepla
ceable Artifacts, for instance, lists cast iron railings from Louis Sulliva
n's
Chicago Stock Exchange Building; a bar from the Normandie, a French
ocean liner, and a marble sink from the apartment of Marjorie Merriweather Post.
"Demand for architectural antiques has increased at least tenfold
in the
last 10 years, and the best usually sell first," says Herman Cole, owner of
Ramase in Woodbury, Conn. Old building lumber such as floor boards
is
three times as expensive as reproductions.
Those searching for a special piece are willing to cast a wide net, says
Peter Hill of American Architectural Antiques- in New Haven, Conn.
He
recently sold paneling, bath fixtures and lighting from a late 19th-century
Stamford, Conn., estate to two far-flung restaurants and a New York
antiques dealer.
The most impressive pieces are, of course, the most expensive. Recently in Hill's showroom were, for $5,500, the entryway to the Stamfo
rd
home once owned by Sir Douglas Alexander, a president of Singer Sewing Machine Co.; its chestnut staircase, $15,000, and a bathtub, $1,200
.
Not all old parts are pricey. Old handmade door latches, for example,
cost about $35 to $45, about the same as new handmade ones, says Cole,
adding that there are still plenty of antique building parts to go
around
"Demand runs in fads," he says. "For a while we couldn't turn up.
enough barn siding., Now I can't sell it, but demand for flooring and
beams for country kitchens hasn't cooled."
Though a few dealers specialize in parts for a particular type of building, such as 17th- and 18th-century homes, most carry parts in many
styles. They typically stock doors, fireplaces, window glass, wood panel-

ing and sheathing, old beams, early 20th-century sinks
and tubs, columns,
old lighting fixtures, hardware and iron fencing.
General antiques dealers also stock parts, says David Dunton
, a dealer
in Woodbury, Conn. These tend to be choice bits which
are purchased as
art objects rather than as building parts.
Most people buy only a few items to dress up a home. But -Margaret
and Charles Gure of Westborough, Mass., assembled an entire house from
old building parts which they found and purchased from many.phces.
Their new colonial saltbox looks as if it has been standing in place
for
250 years. Among the salvaged parts are its wooden staircase, ceiling
beams, cornice moldings and posts, as well as woad sheathing, paneling,
wainscoting and flooring.
"It took us eight years to find all the parts for our 18th-century saltbox
,
but it was absolutely worth it," says Margaret Gure, an antiques dealer,
"Knowledgeable people walk in and are amazed that this is a new
home."
The effect is enhanced by antique furnishings which
she has collected.
It's more practical than a novice might imagin
e to buy used building
parts for an existing home, says Evan Blum, owner
of Architectural Artifacts in New York City. He says it is simple to install
an old fireplace or
a door — the two architectural antiques which are
most popular with
homeowners.
When shopping for an old fireplace mantel, you have
know the exact
dimensions of the firebox and the wall surrounding it. You
can change the
size of the firebox opening by having it rebricked, but it is
easier to make
it smaller than larger. Paneled rooms present a more complex problem,
especially if the room you buy needs to be cut down.
Although the anonymous building parts are the bread and butter of the
trade, Blum says the fun is in the unusual. When he took down the Vanderbilt mansion on West 52nd Street in Manhattan, he discovered there
once had been a private basement entrance into the neighboring 21 Club
restaurant.
When dismantling the Helen Hayes.-Theater on Broadway, he found two
early 20th-century murals by William Dodge which had been hoisted
ibove eye level, covered and forgotten for generations.
"They ended up in a museum in England," he recalls.

Tips for removing paint
QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS

Loosen any lodged particles in the
spray" holes with a piece of stiff
wire. Clean the top spray arm without removing it.
Clear away particles from around
the pump cover and drain area, and
remove any buildup of mineral

deposits from the heating element
using vinegar and a scrub brush.
Make sure both spray arms turn
freely. If they don't, check for
debris or mineral buildup around
the pivots.
Some standing water should

remain visible at the bottom of the
drain. This keeps the pump seals
from drying out. But standing
water should not touch the bottom
of the heating element. If it does,
check the drain holes for kinks or
sharp bends.

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowsfoatures

Q. — We've scraped, wirebrushed and power-sanded flaking
paint from our garage in preparation for painting, and still, in some
spots, we can't get the paint off.
What do you recommend?
A. — If paint is hanging on that
tightly, don't remove it. Sound
paint will not interfere with the
bond of the new paint. If your idea
is to remove all paint so the finished surface will be really smooth,
feather the edges of the remaining
paint with medium sandpaper.
• • •
Q. — The fiberglass privacy
panels at one end of our patio are
stained badly and would look better
with fresh paint. What is the correct way to prepare them and paint
-Them?
A. — Try cleaning the panels
with isopropyl alcohol, then buffing them with white buffing compound and a polishing disk
mounted on a portable drill.
The result may cause you to
think twice about the need for
painting. If you still wish to paint,
wipe the panels down with naptha,
rinse with water and then apply
latex.
• • •
Q. — We've had several problems with our dishwasher. The serviceman said regular preventive
maintenance we could perform
ourselves would have eliminated
most of our service problems. Is
this true?
A. — Your serviceman is correct. Home appliances, like automobiles, respond well to preventive
maintenance. An easy job that will
keep your dishwasher humming
efficiently is to clean the spray arm
and drain area periodically. On
some models, the filter screen and
drain are in plain view; others
require some disassembly to
access.
Turn off the electrical power to
the dishwasher. Remove the bottom
spray arm and filter screen and
clean them with a scrub brush.

would remain relatively stable
when wet will crust over and flake
when dry. When the system is
If you own a summer home or recharged, loosened flakes of rust
head south with the first cold snap, will clog aerators, hose screens and
you know the difficulties involved toilet ballcocks.
in shutting down a house for the
As for protecting fixture caps,
winter.
both alternatives present problems.
The problem, of course, is that Rags stuffed into toilet bowls and
without heat, every pipe and fixture caps do a moderately good
appliance containing water will job of blocking sewer gas but are
freeze if not drained or protected. less effective in holding back
For years, the only solutions were roaches, water beetles and other
to drain all water appliances and
insects common to public sewers.
supply piping and replace all
As for automotive antifreeze, it
trapped waste with automotive should not be flushed into public
antifreeze. Because conventional sewers and can kill the nullifying
antifreeze is highly poisonous, bacteria needed to maintain an
many homeowners stuffed rags in effective septic system.
fixture traps instead.
While these methods work reasonably well, they don't solve every
problem and may produce a few of
their own. The basic problem is
that plumbing systems and their
appliances are meant to be used,
Go where you want to go
not left idle.
3
Days
&
2 Nights
4'
A garbage disposer, for example,
FREE lodging with the
will rust tight when left unused.
purchase ol 40 sq. yds. of
When dry, the rubber seals of a
carpet.
dishwasher pump can shrink and
cause the pump to seize or leak
.
T4
4
,
when restarted. Galvanized pipes
that are drained undergo increased
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
oxidation, and existing rust that
By POPULAR MECHANICS

For AP Nowstoaturos
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ms,(0.44,4 Buy Mohawk Carpet
AND SEE AMERICA!

TERRY'S DECORATING

Private railroad car offers luxury
By ESQUIRE
For AP Nowsloaturos

More than 300 Americans have
bought their own private railroad
cars, one of the most luxurious
modes of travel ever invented.
No form of transportation had
the elegance of the private railroad
car as it flourished from 1880 to
the stock market crash of 1929,
according to an article in the current issue of Esquire, and in 1971
Amtrak began encouraging private
car ownership again.
It is a way to collect substantial
fees from hitching the cars to regularly scheduled trains.
In their heyday, private cars had
three or four staterooms, servants'
quarters, a formal dining room, a
kitchen and a drawing room that
opened onto a brass-railed observation deck.
They were known in railroad jargon as "private varnish" because
of all the rococo paneling that lined
their interiors.

‘ti_3

Even at the height of rail travel,
there were never more than a few
hundred of them. Their occupants
often owned the railroad as well as
the railroad car, which gave them
the privilege of traveling at top
speed, all other trains having been
cleared from the tracks ahead of
them.
Railroad titan Jay Gould owned
more than 7,000 miles of track,
over which he traveled in a convoy
of private cars with French chefs,
English butlers, secretaries, a bar-

ber and a physiciab. His personal
dairy cow rode in a private baggage car.
•
William H. Vanderbilt of the
New York Central was asked in
1882 why the trains he maintained
for the public were not up to the
standard of his own car. He replied,
"The public be damned."
With the decline in railroads
after World War II, the number of
functioning private cars dropped
sharply, until Amtrak revived them.

MATTRESS
Twin AS-1:6W-As
Full
'69.95$
4
ea pc in sets

.

!.
I

Queen

In sets

'8995
'89.95
In sets

Purdom Furniture
202 So. 5th

Visa-MC-Discover-Layaway

753-4872

Adults Belong
in College ...
it's not just for kids anymore.

Find out about:
*
*
*
*

Financial Aid and Scholarships
Admissions Procedures
Careers
Campus Resources to help Adults
at the Free Workshop

Thursday, Oct. 11, 1990 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Mississippi Room, Curris Center
Reservations due Oct. 10 Call: 762-4150
is a program of the Center
for Continuing Education
Murray State University
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the Editor

America 'super-stupid'
instead of'superpower'

1011

Miierray Ledger & Times

Last days ofsummer are sweetest
It's Sunday afternoon and I'm
supposed to be inside right now,
tapping away at the computer and
writing a column that's due first
thing Monday morning. But the
door to my office is shut tight and
the video screen is as gray and
empty as a winter sky in a sleet

MAIN
STREET

one may be forgiven for noticing
By Constance
how remarkably similar this new
storm.
Alexander
world order is to an older world
Skirking all adult responsibility
order, previous to the cold war, and especially ignoring the fact
when imperialism and colonialism
that my closet is in dire need of a and blue as the unblinking eye oi
were the status quo and when thorough sorting out and rearrang- eternity. Being in the hammock
might made right.
ing, I've put up the hammock. It's clams me down, takes me back to a
Opposing aggression, supporting strung between two perfectly- time before language — to the days
liberty, and establishing a new spaced trees in the back yard, an of infancy when my carriage was
world order, we are told, are called outdoor cradle that's big enough to put out on the porch in warm
principles; therefore, we are asked
hold a tall woman with enough weather so I could nap.
to believe that we are in the Per- reading material to while away a
As I was then, I'm lured now
sian Gulf to defend a principle. September afternoon.
into sleep by the kindly warmth of
Albeit the obvious fact is this prinI shouldn't be languishing out the sun on my face. The heat is filciple was are asked to defend is here in this sling-like sanctuary, as tered through the leaves of the
spelled p-e-t-r-o-l-e-u-m and is if I'm a broken limb in need of mighty
oaks that stand in the yard
pronounced "oil," and anyone tell- healing. I should be in my office like
steadfast, taciturn guards.
ing us anything else is asking up to writing about the lecture/slide preThe few sounds in the air are
believe a lie.
sentation of Ronald Kurth, Murray hushCcl and gently, like lullabyes.
More recently we are told that State University's new president. I The twitter of
birds adds an occawe are there because we are a attended an informative program sional -grace note to
the leafy consuperpower. In fact, we are told our and lovely reception last Thursday tralto hum
of cicadas. The intermitcountry is the world's only super- night and took 16 pages of detailed tent thud of
falling acorns is a
power because the United States is notes so I could write a column reminder that,
though the sun is
the only country that could move about Dr. Kurth's stunning photo- still warm
and the air not cool
such military force so far so fast. graphs of the Soviet Union. But enough for a
sweater, the season is
Deliver me. We are not in the there's something about being out- definitely
about to turn.
Middle East because we could get side on this gorgeous September
I could watch the changing patthere. We are there because we are day that transports me far from Red terns of leaves
against the sky for
a decade with no energy policy. Square and Main Street.
hours from my hammock. There's
(We had one in the 1970s. RememSome day when I'm old and such boundless mystery and majesber?) We are there because our frail, I hope someone remembers ty in their movement.
Sometimes
country is the world's greatest per how much I loved to lie in this the whole top of a tree sways with
capita consumer of oil. We are hammock with the sky as steady the breeze, while other times only a
there because we supported Saddam in his aggressive war against
Iran. We are there because we said
nothing and did less when Saddam
used poison gas against Iranians
Six weeks into the Gulf crisis,
and Kurds. We are there because
our allies and we sold Saddam his and the -President's prudence is
war machine. We are there because paying off. By tuning out the "War
our state department and our presi- Now!" coalition, clamoring for air
dent ignored the warnings for the strikes in early August, Mr. Bush
last two years of the probability of has seen his hand strengthened, as
By Patrick J.
just such an event. We are there Saddam's opening pair seems less
because of a failed policy or impressive.
Buchanan
Thousands of American and
because of no policy at all. We are
there, in other words, because we Western women and children have
are super-stupid more than because come out of Iraq and Kuwait; thou- Bush's decision not to engage,
we are super-powerful. Hardly a sands more may be on the way. before allied forces were superior,
More than 100,000 Asians have has proven wise.
thing to be proud of.
Nor has the month been wasted.
But the fact is that we are there made it across the border to Jordan;
As weeks have passed, Iraq has
and we can't, as Gilda, just say, the half million still in Kuwait and
"Never mind." So in my anger and Iraq may yet be saved. Had war been weakened. There are shorfrustration, I say God bless my son begun, when the "On-to-Baghdad!" tages in Baghdad. Iraq has coughed
with the 101st Air Assault and his boys demanded it, most of these up its territorial conquests in the
eight-year war with Iran. Clearly,
200,000 or so comrades who are might have perished by now.
As important, an attack a month Saddam Hussein wants to negotiate
there to perpetuate lines drawn in
the sand; God bless the United ago, with the small U.S. air units in to keep some of what he has taken,
States of America, and God bless the region, would have ignited a rather than go to war to defend it,
us every one. But t say also God war which, had the Iraqis answered
against the United States. If round
forgive us for our stupidity, if one with an armored thrust into the one went to Saddam, rounds two
young man or woman in an Ameri- Saudi desert, could have led to an
and three have gone to Mr. Bush.
can uniform dies fighting to protect American debacle. Lightly armed
However, Decision Day for Mr.
U.S. paratroops would have had to Bush has only been
what we waste.
postponed.
stop armored divisions five times
Sincerely,
By mid-October, he must decide
their strength. Saudi wells would
James Willis
what are America's -aims, and what
have been smashed, driving oil
Rt. 7, Box 69B
he is willing to expend in blood to
- pikes to $50 a barrel; and, the vital achieve them. For, by
Murray, Kentucky, 42071
then, his
Saudi port of Ras Tanura could
buildup will be sufficient, in tanks
have been destroyed. The U.S. for- and armor-killing
capacity, to stop
ces landing in Saudi Arabia would any Iraqi attack.
have had to be rushed into combat, the Arab world, Americans, and
will want to know
and might be fighting today, to what he intends
to do with the huge
force the Iraqi army back into arsenal he has
amassed. By then,
Kuwait, where it now sits in defen- the President will
face several
Today is Tuesday, September 18th, the 261st day of 1990. There are
sive positions.
104 days left in the year.
From every standpoint, Mr.
On September 18th, 1793, President George Washington laid the cornerstone of the U.S. Capitol, using a silver trowel and marble-headed
© 1990 United Feature Syndicate Inc
"a•-•.
•
14=uair
gavel to put the stone in place, in accordance with Masonic ritual.
KENTUCKY
On this date:
LOTTERY
In 1759, the French formally surrendered Quebec to the British.
In 1769, the Boston "Gazette" reported on the first piano built in the
U.S., a spinet with a three-to-four octave range.
In 1810, Chile declared its independence from Spain.
In 1850, Congress passed the Fugitive Slave Act, which allowed slaNOM 11 ORS ADP; T. It U.TA141011GHT
veowners to reclaim slaves who had escaped into other states.
in SOLI AT RIME
In 1851, the first issue of "The New li%rk Times" was published.
In 1873, a panic caused by the failure of the brokerage firm of Jay
Cooke and Company resulted in a five-year depression.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
In 1927, the Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting System, later C.B.S.,
made its debut with a basic network of 16 radio stations.
Here are Monday's winning
In 1940, 50 years ago, Harper and Brothers published "You Can't Go
numbers selected by the KenHome Again" by the late Thomas Wolfe.
tucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
2-4-8.
In 1947, the United States Air Force was established as a separate
branch of the military.
In 1970, 20 years ago, rock star Jimi Hendrix died in London at age 27.
In 1971, United Nations Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold died in
a plane crash in northern Rhodesia.
In 1975, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was captured by the F.B.I.
in San Francisco, 19 months after she was kidnapped by the Symbionese
Liberation Army.
•
In 1987, President Ronald Reagan announced that he and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev would meet later in the year to sign a treaty banning
medium- and shorter-range nuclear missiles.
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter told a news conference the
United States was "not going to apologize" for past actions in Iran. PulitWALTER. L. APPERSON, Publisher
zer Prize-winning author Katherine Anne Porter died in Silver Spring,
TED DELANEY, General Manager
Maryland. at age 90.
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
Five years ago: President Reagan publicly confirmed the release of the
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
Reverend Benjamin Weir, an American held hostage in Lebanon for 14
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
months. U.S. officials had kept Weir's release a secret in hopes that other
The Murrsy Lodger & Tonto CUSPS )011 /ocr)
hostages would also be freed.
The Murray ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chnstmas Day.
One year ago: Hurricane "Hugo" reached Puerto Rico, causing extenNew Years Day and .Thanklgtving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc. 1001 Whenell Dr. Murray. Ky
42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
sive damage as it continued to barrel toward the U.S. mainland.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Rossano Brazzi is 74. Actor Jack Warden is
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by tamers $450 per month, payable in advance By mail
io Calloway County and to Benton, Hardm, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky. and Pans.
70. Singer Frankie Avalon is 50. Baseball player Ryne Sandberg is 31.
Buchanan and Peryeat. To., 154 00 per year By mail to other destinations $3950 per year.
Thought for Today: "Loneliness ... is and always has been the central
To mach all &panniers' of the newspaper phone 753-1916
and inevitable experience of every man." -- From "You Can't Go Home
The Murray Ledger A Tents is member of the Assoctated Press. Katucky Press Associauon and
Southern Newspaper' Pubbiewne
Again," by Thomas Wolfe, American author (1900-1938).
The Assoctated Preis is exclusively entitled to news unlimited by The Murray Ledger
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Dear Editor,
There is a lot of talk today of a
line drawn in the sand. But before
President Bush drew his line, there
were others.
The lines in the sand that we see
on a map of the Middle East are
national boundaries drawn in 1921
by Great Britain and France, after
the disintergration of the Ottoman
Empire, an empire which included,
since the time of Columbus, most
of the current -countries in. the
Middle East. These lines were
drawn literally at the capricious
and abritrary whim of the two colonial powers, including the line
defining the border between Iraq
and Kuwait. The government established by the British and French in
these new countries (if one may
call such creations countries) were
monarchies — not constitutional
monarchies, no, but real, oldfashioned potentates and kings.
The religion of these rulers forbids
drinking, gambling, fornicating,
profanity, dishonesty and general
rowdyness, and these men were
pious; therefore, were moral in the
narrow, but u1,11ally satisfactory,
sense of the word. But these men
in the 1920s were, and their equally pious grandsons today are,
among the most despotic rulers on
earth.
Except for the Arabs, no one
cared about the lines in the sand
seventy years ago. And no one but
they would care today, if these
nations exported dates, nuts and
figs. But that is not what they
export, so we (as in "We, the people...") are now being asked to care
about the line in the sand. We are
suddenly being told that we are
'supposed sto be against aggression
and that we are expected to support
liberty. (One must say "suddenly"
to define our interest in fighting
aggression and supporting liberty,
when one considers all the aggressions around the world we have
ignored and all the peoples who
have lost their liberty for which we
did shed not one tear, much less
one life.)
In the past few days, we are
being told that, in addition to stopping aggression and protecting liberty, we are in the Arabian desert
to create a "new world order"
which has come about with the
passing away of the old word order
of the cold war. This new world
order we are there to create
includes, according to our president, the restoration of the Kuwait
rulinufamily_ to its throne. Surely

In

branch wavers, or a few leaves
flutter while the, rest of the tree
stays unmoved. unconcerned by the
vagaries of aeolus.
I've brought the Sunday papers
out here to my safe harbor, as well
as a copy of the children's classic,
"Little Women," which I'm rereading for a play I'm writing. I
can't imagine anyone being more
content that I am at this moment.
No amount of luxury or fantasy,
not even a contract for a book of
my poems, could make me feel any
better.
I'm overcome with a sense of
well-being, of rightness with the
world. Just for today I have everything I need and I am grateful.
The weather report predicts that
tonight the temperature will dip
into the 40's, flicking us into the
cool, dark waters of all and Winter.
My husband is mindful of the
changing season as he re-plants the
flowering quince to a spot in the
yard where we'll be better able to
see their flowers next spring. He
confers with me about chopping
down a wounded +tree and rearranging some shrubs. I agree absently
to his suggestions, amazed that he
values the opinion of a woman
whose most intimate contact with
nature is to lie in a hammock and
marvel at the blue of the sky and
the green of the leaves on a brilliant September afternoon.
But I do learn something of
nature from my pocket of hammock. There are. for -example.

many kinds of earthly gardens.
Some are thick with flowers and
nourithing things to eat, while
mine is amply stocked with words.
Poems, even.
_... Prayer in Autumn
It's late September in my soul;
Shadow halves the sundial's
smooth face,
And sudden breezes startle dew swept lawns.
Chrysanthemum bow in shaggy
splendor,
But soon the petals will curl
light brown
And amber sunsets bruise to
purple.

Today In History
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Another season passed and still
no time
To build that summer cottage
I have spoken of so often.
May I lease the 'lean-to again til
Spring?
I can chop extra wood and stuff
up the cracks
Before first frost.
I will be tender of the compost
heap,
Caretaker of dead "flowers and
rotting leaves,
In exchange for a cold frame and
a few seeds.
Shelter me, dear Lord, through
one more Winter.

Decision Day, October 15?
FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT

Scott Tun
School assi

lation that may yet trigger a coup
options:
by military officers with whom we
The first, to carry out the stated
U.S. mission to force Saddam Hus- could deal.
sein out of Kuwait, by invading,-4
The problem with this third
option- is not U.S. stamina; it is
worse than unattractive. !Cis hard
to see how this would commend
Arab endurance. Our Arab allies
itself. With Baghdad having
appear to have little confidence in
160,000 troops in Kuwait would be
the embargo. All the riots and
a bloodbath, reducing to rubble, in
demonstrations, from Haifa to the
house-to-house fighting, the tiny
West Bank, from Amman to
country we went to liberate. With
Damascus, are pro-Saddam. Officials in Riyadh and Cairo are pressU.S. troop strength on the ground
at only 70,000 today, perhaps
ing hard for an early U.S. attack.
Which suggests a painful truth: As
100,000 then, a ground attack
would play to Saddam's strength, our side is building military
his vast army. Even if, after tens of strength, Saddam is winning over
thousands of U.S. dead, we drove
the Arab masses, who have the
the Iraqi army out, that army would
potential for overthrowing our allsurvive, wounded and dangerous. ies and making a debacle of U.S.
Who would guarantee against its
policy.
return?
Whatever the wisdom of Mr.
A second option would be to
Bush's original decision to plunge
stay in the Saudi desert, force the' into the Gulf with huge U.S. miliIraqis to attack us, as U.S. air powtary forces, there is truth in what
Human Events writes: "Whether
er and sea-based cruise missiles
we like it or not, George Bush has
devastated Iraq's war machine, air
fields, strategic targets. But, while _s taken America on this wild rollc-rIraq would suffer enormously frOm -Coaster ride, and there's no easy
way to climb out of the car.
an air war, it would be no piece of
"He has drawn the line in the
cake for the United States. We
Arab sand. He has committed
would lose planes, pilots, hostages.
American boys in vast numbers to
Moreover, here is the crux of the
matter: What guarantee is there that
the defense of the Saudis, and,
smashing that war machine would
implicitly, to the defense of the
force a withdrawal from Kuwait, or
moderate Arab nations in the regunseat Saddam Hussein? Mr. Bush
ion and the state of Israel.
could face a long war of attrition,
"To suddenly reverse the handtough course he has taken would
or a decision to invade Kuwait and
Iraq, Which could require a million clearly mean ignominy for Bush
and the instantaneous end of the
troops — as the Arab world
U.S. as a world power... (We) canexploded.
turn back the clock so far as
not
The third option toward which
Mr. Bush and Secretary Baker —
America's move into the Mideast is
the war rhetoric of August now
concerned."
cooled — seem to be moving, is a
President Bush, and his country,
policy of containment; i.e., ring
are going to need a lot of luck, and
Iraq with ships, planes and troops, not a few prayers. Dean 'Rusk's
and let the embargo grind down its
somber statement of years ago
economy, diminish its power, came to mind, "We are there; and
deepening the deprivation and isowe are committed."
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Lewis Bossing, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Lewis Bossing, a senior at
Murray High School, has been
named a semi-finalist in 1981
National Merit Scholarship
Competition.
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
has been elected to Board of Directors of Kentucky Advisory Committee on Arson.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Cates and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Dowdy,
Sept. 5.
Twenty years ago
The 1970 property tax bills for
Calloway County have been mailed
by the office of Sheriff Clyde
Steele. The total for the year is
$1,029,209.41.
L/Cpl. Roger Key Fain, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain of Lynn
Grove, is servirrg with United
States Marines in DaNang,
Vietnam.
Thirty years ago
Jimmy Story, Ronnie Like, Tho.

mas Smith, Danny Cunningham,
Carl Howard and Tim Tidwell are
officers of Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future Farmers
of America. Carman Parks is chapter advisor.
Don Shelton, head football coach
at Murray State College, and his
coaching staff, Bill Hina, Bailey
Gore and Jim Holt, were guests of
Murray Lions Club at its regular
meeting.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hale Mathis and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. L. Henson.
Forty years ago
Murray State College has registered 1,419 students for the fall
semester.
The 4-H Club Dairy Judging
Team of Calloway County placed
18th in contest at Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville. Members wre Jimmy Dale Foster, Gene McDOugal,
George Green Jr. and Leroy ,odd
with John R. Harrison, assisttant
county agent in 4-H as advisor.
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Scott Turner's eighth-grade current events class at Murray Middle
School assisted Murray State's WKMS radio staff in gathering information on "Attitude Formation," a segnient about how clothes affect
attitude which was aired on MSU TV-11 Sept. 14.

111111111 ill
Sheila Henry's seventh-grade students at Murray Middle School
are
learning to type.

Candy Webb, standing, Apple Computer Room Instru
ctor at East
Calloway Elementary, helps kindergarteners from Marjorie
class to learn computer skills. From left are students Bryan Grady's
Boehm
Danna Mulcahy, Kara Kelso, Christopher Rogers and Jessic er,
a
burn. All children at the school will visit the lab hi-weekly and Wilwill be
taught by full-time instructors.

Tina Ratterree's first-grade class at Robertson Elementary prepar
for a Pet Parade. Blue ribbons and pet care books were presen es
Supplies were funded by a grant from the Murray Indepe ted.
ndent
Foundation for Excellence in Education.

up

Material for this page was submitted by the admini
strative staffs of
the Murray IndepOndent School District and the
Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledge
r & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined
by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct
your
comments about area public schools to the Murra questions and
y City Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public
Schools (753-2893).
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Second -graders at East Calloway Elementary receive the Mott's
Apple Awards from Barbara McCuiston, reading teacher. The
students had submitted drawings depicting how their favorite books
made them feel. From left, front row, are Bobby Stewart and Wendi
Pritchett; middle row, from left, Tessa Brandon, Erika Riano,
Timothy Coates, Micah Fleetwood, Jason Brown; back row, from left,
McCuiston, Amanda Farley, Aaron Cowan, Tommy Sanders and
Dean Johnson.
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Troop& Chuck Robertson, center, of the Kentucky
State Police, presented a program on bus safety, strangers and descri
bed his job to
Suzanne Schrooder's kindergarten class at North
Callow
ay Elementary. From left are Mary Jane Dowdy, Derrick
Dillon
,
Alex Fritz,
Brittany Weatherford, Stacey Burgess, Krystal
Carneal and Allison
Bostic.
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First-graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary use the
Writin
Read computer lab. From left are Landon Barrow, Jason Linn, g to
Tera
Rica Murdock, Emily Allen, Louis Ernstberger and Rebec
ca Boyd.
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Members of the Jr. Beta Club at Calloway County Middle School present red, white, blue and yellow ribbons to the school in honor of our
service people in Saudi Arabia and our hostages held in Iraq and
Kuwait. Pictured are front row, left, Erica Rowlett and Marilyn Willis, principal; middle row, left, Melody Parker and Eric McKee; back
row, left, Ashley Cleaver, Peter O'Rourke and Jason Leet.
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Trooper Chuck Robertson, standing, of the Kentucky
State Police,
spoke to Anita Burkeen's first-grade class at North Callow
ay Elementary about bus safety and how to deal with strangers. He
explai
ned to
the children that policemen were children's friends and
to not be
afraid of them.

Joanna Assad, left, and Paul Hart, freshmen at Calloway County
high School, share their personal composing charts as they prepare to
begin a nine-week concentrated writing process unit in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English I class.
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Grayson McClure, standing, owner of Happy Holidays, instructs Calloway Middle students in Debbi Swift's and Janay McKee's science
class on pontoon construction and safety. Pictured with McClure are
from left, Lloyd Long, Steve Hall, Craig Robertson and James
Duncan.
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Parents and students enjoy refreshments at a kindergarten orientation at Southwest Calloway Elementary recently.

Sabrina Bowker, left and Amanda Jackson, freshm
en
County High School, write journal entries about a timeat Calloway
used Attention Control, a Project Think learning-to-learn they have
skill, during the first two weeks of school.
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Celebrates first birthday

Open i
at Nort
School.
Deadli
School ,
Schools
at 753-2

Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson

Matthew Logan Morris, son of Jerry and Beth Morris, celebrated his
first birthday on Friday, Aug. 10, at a family party. The theme was
"Sesame Street" with cake and punch being served. His grandparents
are J.D. and Mary Morris and Doyle and Freda Humphreys. His
great-grandmothers are Mrs. Mae !Miller and Mrs. Mayme Orr.

Community events listed
Tuesday, Sept. 18
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.

Tuesday, Sept. 18
way County High School. For
information call 753-5479 or
753-3033.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 7 p.m. in private dining room.
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,'
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at club house.

Adult Basic Education Class will
start at 6 p.m. in Room 112, Callo-

Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha will meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Rachel Neale.
Singles Organizational Society
ill meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerc office. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.

iTHE ATR E SE

Before— Hugo which crashed
ashore near Charleston, S.C., last
year, it had been some time since
an intense hurricane had hit the
East Coast.
Likewise, the last major hurricane to hit the Gulf Coast was
Camille in 1969, taking the lives of
256 people in Louisiana, Mississippi, and as far up as Virginia.
But the 1991 Southern Farmer's
Almanac, on sale at newsstands
beginning Aug. 28, reports that the
South can expect a significant
increase in hurricanes during the
next five to 10 years.
The Almanac has many interesting facts and is entertaining reading. Also in the Almanac are
Southern filler facts. Some of the
fillers from Southern Farmer's
Almanac are:

1941 to 14-4 birds, the most this
century.

A Vidalia onion has a greater
sugar content than a Coke.

Although there are 20,000 edible
plants, only about 3,000 have been
used. Twenty staples basically feed
the world.

Flatliners
'H)

Alabama's Key Underwood
Memorial Coon Dog Graveyard
accepts only true-blood coon dogs.
One grave marker displays a
framed degree in the coon hound
fraternity.

The C
Building
about 12
informal

The crew of the Confederate battleship S.S. Shenandoah, busy
fighting in the Bering Sea, didn't
lay down arms until September
1865 some eight months after
Lee's surrender.

Uni!ei
on Frith
all boar

George Washington Carver produced scores of items from peanuts, including shaving cream,
diesel fuel and linoleum.
The last wild hock of whooping
cranes, five-foot tall red-crested
birds that winter on the Texas Gulf
Coast, has grown from only 21 in

Men at Wait-(PG13)

Also found in the Southern Farmer's Almanac are Mrs. Robert E.
Lee's recipes, the South's top 20
high school football teams over the
past 20 years, how to make traditional folk toys, the South's best
fairs and festivals, gardening tips
and much more.

Alpha Mu holds meeting

Thursday
is
Bargain Night
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Mary Hocking.

„
• sent your movieseat the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

(Cont'd on page 7)
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GALLERY

* Custom Framing

*

Woody Woodpecker, cartoon character
gets star on Hollywood Walk of Fame

Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Woody
Woodpecker, the perky cartoon
759-1019
209 N. tr St. • University Square
character known for his staccato
laugh and shenanigans, was honored on his 50th birthday with a
FRAMINGARTMA'rTINGFRAMINGARTIVIATTING star on Hollywood's Walk of
Fame.
About 150 schoolchildren sang
"Happy Birthday" at a ceremony
Thursday.
MATTING
FRAMING•ART SUPPLIES

II

PUT YOUR HEART IN YOUR ART
AT

The problem

NAIL FUNGUS
The solution

rirlines
Stop by and ask about our GOLDEN -.5 framing card!
We care about your art as much as you do.
1409 Math Street, Murray

753-0017 IT

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMArTING

FUNGI-NAIL®
Try this safe, simple. effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus. Fights thick, split. discolored
nails. Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingernails. Provides relief from the pain and
eliminates the fungus. Easy to apply as
nail polish. No prescnption needed
Do you use Artificial Nails?
Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails.
AraibLeAt at your pharmacy or hare
them contact Kramer Laboratories.
S778 S. W. I St., Miami, FL 33174.
OM,

"Woody is 50 and I'm 90," said
Walter Lantz, who created Woody
in 1940 and has his own star on the
Walk of Fame. "Pretty good for a
couple of old birds, isn't it?"
The meddlesome, red-and-blue
bird has appeared in 200 cartoons
in 35 languages and 17 million
comic books.
Lantz said he created Woody
after a bird destroyed the roof of
his mountain cabin.
"Every morning this woodpecker would be going at my roof. ... I
finally had to replace the entire
roof, but he's repaid me over the
years," he said.

T
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Childreft's art work of present
and past now on display here
Bits of torn, cut, or wrinkled
paper, a glitter of metallic, the softness of yarn, and a lot of colored
wax make up about 50 different
images of our feathered friends filling one room in a show of children's work at Murray Art Guild.
Over half of these birds are
made by kindergarten through fifth
grade level students taught by
Guild Member Lynn Warren at
East Calloway Elementary School.
The remaining pieces are work
produced by first through fourth
graders under the teaching direction of Guild Member Richard
Jackson at Murray College High's
Elementary School during the year
1962.
You, a friend, or a relative might
know one of these now grown
artists. They include Danny Erwin,
Karen Andrews, Leslie Furgerson,
Dan Anderson, Keith Ross, Steve
Kemp.,..i. Hal Cathey, Rex Satterwhite: Teresa Latham, Mary
Lovins, James Paul Perkins, Neva
Jean Clark, Jean Wright, Jan Parker, John Mahan, Billy Halford, and
one remains anonymous.
The rest of the first floor of the
Art Guild is filled with colorful
depictions of the world through the
child's eye.
Lee Anderson, daughter of the
forementioned Dan Anderson,
shares a snaggle toothed grin with
us.
Jessica Childs shows a world of
imagination and the past with a
cardboard castle, dragon and all.
Shannon Barnes, taught by Guild
Member Heather LoPiccollo, presents us with an abstract painted at
Kentucky Lake.
There are horses, witches, rabbits, dinosaurs, fantasy creatures,
sailboats and even one child's reaction to the downfall of the wall
dividing Germany.
Not more than a block away

Julie's Family
Restaurant 111•1111P'
1
. (Formerly Jerry's Restaurant) ‘

Senior Citizen Special

Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th St.

After
announc
tive Wri
Writing,
To regi

Ben Muse looks at the collage bird he made during children's art
classes and now on display at Murray Art Guild, open on Wednesdays, Sept. 19 and 26, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Murray Art Guild Writer

Parliamentarian Helen Steffen, right, and President Margaret Terhune of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, International, of
Murray are pictured working on revisions of the constitution, by-laws
and standing rules of the chapter. This was following a social held at
the home of Kathie Fleming, chapter treasurer, on Sept. 4. The social
portion was a welcoming visit for 19 year-old Otto Munster, nephew
of Don and Kathie Fleming, from Mexico, who works at McDonald's
in San Diego, Calif., and who arrived by train at Fulton about 3:30
a.m. on Sept. 4. Others present were Otto's aunt, Jane Waddell, Don
Fleming, Otto's cousins Donald and David Fleming, Chris Wolf,
Helen Campbell, Mrs. Terhune and Mrs. Steffen. Refreshments of
Texas sheetcake with English iced tea were served by the hostess.

Dr. John Dressler, French horn,
Eric Williams, violin, and Dr. Stephen Brown, piano and organ, will
perform at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

North
will has
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By LYNN WARREN

Murray TOPS (take- off pounds_
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For i4ormation call
759-1625.

The Freshman
(PG)

Thurs
Thursda
Court 1
Keller;
Martha

In 8113 A.D., the Crypt of Civilization, an underground room at
Oglethorpe University in Atlanta,
will be opened. The crypt, a time
capsule sealed in 1940, contains
among other things, instructions on
how to speak English, a Donald
Duck doll, a baby's pacifier, and a
quart of beer.

A tutor training session for Adult
Reading Program will be at 7 p.m.
at First Christian Church. For
information call 753-1993 or
753-4363.

Navy Seals
(1?)

Robby, Charlie and Christopher Warren, student artists, and instructors Lynn Warren, left, and Heather LoPiccolo are pictured at Murray Art Guild where an exhibition of children's work is on display on
Wednesdays, Sept. 19 and 26, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Seven shuffles are needed to randomly mix a 52-card deck.

A meeting for parents of Calloway County High School students
will be at 7 p.m. in cafeteria of
school.

Dark Man
(H)

.

If a storm the size of Hurricane
Hago — with winds exceeding 131
miles per hour — hit the New York
coast, Kennedy Airport would be
covered with 26 feet of water.

By the year 2000, the Texas
Ostrich industry — already numbering 200 farms — will be doing
S170 million worth of business a
year. 0s1rich feathers are bought
by the U.S. government to clean
computers and by General Motors
to dust cars before painting. A
single bird yields up to 125 pounds
of meat (tastes like veal, leaner
than chicken). The only drawback:
It takes 45 minutes to hard-boil and
ostrich egg.

Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.

Churc
Wedesdi
fest witl
of CWU
cipate i

753-5101

three painted and stuffed dolls
invited people into the Frame Village for a view of water colors,
puppets, a stuffed snake, and a
mobile made during some of the
Guild sponsored summer classes
and workshops.
Also on display are art work by
the children's instructors, Heather
LoPiccollo and Lynn Warren.
If art is a reflection of our culture and our society, our children
have presented us with a very optimistic view in this immense
_
exhibition.
The eonimunity should not miss
this opportunity to view "A Child's
Eye," open at Murray Art Guild,
103 North Sixth St., from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. on wednesdays, Sept. 19
and 26.
The portion of the show at
Frame Village, corner of Fifth and
Main streets, is up for viewing
through the month of September
during the store's regular hours of
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For those interested in adult Or
children's art classes for fall, contact Heather LoPiccollo at
759-9837.
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Gerontologist says
grandma's grooming
is a good indicator

Local
ing: Ke,
bert Sie
of Mur

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - If
Grandma gets all gussIed up to

go to church or Grandpa preens
In the mirror before walking to
the corner market. it's a good
sign.
It's when the elderly give up
caring how they look that you
have to worry. says Dr. Mary
Adams. professor of gerontological nursing at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences
Center.
The special interest a senior
takes in his appearances is an
indication that he is well.
"Illness, not aging." says Adams,
"brings out the erosion of self
presentation."
By the same token, she says,
you can tell when a person who
has suffered a serious illness is
feeling better: he asks the nurse
or family members. "How do I
look7'
I am always delighted to see
seniors spruce up," Adams says.
"It's a Joy to see a 90-year-old
woman In a nursing home who
puts on bright red lipstick. The
lipstick may not be completely
straight. but It is a good sign
that she has not given up." -
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Community...

(Cont'd from page 6)

Tuesday, Sept. 18
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Open house will be at 6:30 p.m.
at North Calloway Elementary
School.
Deadline for registration of After
School Classes for Murray City
Schools is today. Call Jean Bennett
at 753-2590 to register.

Tuesday, Sept. 18
"Take Back the Mgt" will be a
candlelight vigil at 'soccer field,
adjacent to Curris Center, Murray
State University starting at 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 19
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 am to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m, at Hazel and
Willis Centers.

DATEBOOK
Song Pest to be at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will meet
Wedesday, Sept. 19, at 2 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge for its monthly song
fest with the staff, residents and visitors. Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, president
of CWU, urges all women of all churches in the city and county to participate in this special event each month.

Call reunion will be held Sunday
The Call Reunion will be on fourth Sunday, Sept. 23 at Farm Bureau
Building, 406 North Poplar St., Paris, Tenn. A basket lunch will be servecl
about 12:30 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.foi more
information call 1-901-642-5829.

United Way Board to meet Friday
United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have a board meeting
on Friday, Sept. 21, at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Ron Gibson, president, urges
all board members to attend.

Tennis play at club Thursday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Sept. 20, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court 1 - Rainey Apperson, Martha Lawrence, Nancy Edwards and Lois
Keller; Court II - Alice Rouse, Jeanetta Williams, Nancy Whitmer and
Martha Andrus. A substitute will be Frances Hulse.

North Open House is tonight
North Calloway Elemetary School Unit of Parent-Teacher Association
will have open house tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. Garry Evans, president, urges all parents and interested persons to attend this special open
-house to see the work of the students and talke with their teachers.

Class registration due today
After School Fall Classes for Murray City Schools have been
announced. They include: Spanish, grades 5-8; French, grades 3-6; Creative Writing, grades 5 and 6; Arts and Ecology, grades 3 and 4; Creative
Writing, grades 3 and 4. Registration deadline is today, Tuesday, Sept. 20.
To register call Jean Bennett, 753-2590.

Telephone Pioneers plan luncheon
Murray Telephone Pioneers will have a special luncheon and meeting
on Thursday, Sept. 20, at 10:30 a.m. at Kenlake State Park Hotel. For
more information call Colleen Moore, 753-1964.

Hospital Auxiliary plans luncheon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will have its annual salad
lucheon on Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 10 a.m. in third floor classroom of
the hospital. All current and prospective auxiliary members and volunteers are invited to attend and bring a favorite salad dish. Bread, drink and
dessert will be furnished. Prior to the meal, a beauty consultant will conduct an image improvement seminar.

Wednesday, Sept. 19
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's Garage at Dukedom,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will have its annual
salad luncheon at 10 a.m. in third
floor classroom of hospital.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Leisure Craft
Camp at Brandon Spring Group
Camp; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
National Homecoming Wagon
Train Trail Ride at Wranglers
Campground.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Song Fest by Church Women
United will be at 2 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
"A Child's Eye," works by local
children, will be on display at Murray Art Guild from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have breakfast and play bridge
at 9 a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Tri-State Ladies' Golf Tournament will start at 9 a.m. at Oaks
Country club.
Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will be golf play at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy will
meet at 1 p.m. at home of Mrs.
John Livesay.
Industrial Development Council
of Purchase Area Development
District will meet at 5 p.m. at
PADD office, Mayfield.
Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Walker and Orr vows said at church
Miss Chantal Walker and Hal P.
Orr were married on Saturday,
Aug. 4, at 5:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Robert Johnson
officiated.
Music was presented by Toni
Jones, Johnna Jones and Valerie
Jones.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Alan Walker of Rt.
I, Hazel.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Beal Orr of Rt. 7,
Murray.
The bride wore a white wedding
gown designed with a high laced
beaded neckline that flowed to a
beaded and sequined Alencon lace
appliqued hand beaded sleeves.
The elongated basque waist joined
a full skirt with a candy box bow
in the back and a cathedral train
laced with white pearls and
sequins.
She carried a crescent shaped
bouquet of mauve and white roses,
stephanotis, garlands of patterned
greenery and pearls.
Miss Jill Humphreys was maid
of honor. Bridesmaids were Lisa
Nanney and Patty Dedmon.
The attendants wore teal satin
tea-length dresses and carried
mauve and white roses trimmed
with teal and mative ribbon and
white pearls.
Susan Orr and Stacey Orr, flower girls, wore teal satin floor length
dresses and carried white heartshaped baskets trimmed in lace
with mauve rose petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo
with a boutonniere of mauve rose
with stephanotis to match the flowers in the bride's bouquet.
Jamie Vance was best man.
Groomsmen were Broc Walker,
brother of the bride, and Joe Beal

Hazel Club will meet Thursday

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals and
one expiration for Friday, Sept. 14.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Francis Kerr, P.O. Box 44,
Almo; Arthur Rowlett and Mrs.
Birdie Rowlett, 112 Spruce St.,
Murray; Hillan Dyer, TR 100 900
Coldwater Rd., Murray;
James Pete Rutledge, 201 South
Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Ida M.
Mann, 812 East Blythe, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary E. Fuqua, Rt. 1,
Box 266, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Mrs. Autumn V. McKinney,
West View Nursing Horne, Murray;
Gerald H. Bell, RL 7, Box 74,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mary E. Parrish,
107 Clark Si., Murray;
Mrs. Corrynne Winchester, 525
Broad St., Murray; Mrs. Emma
Lou Albin, Rt. 1, Box 171, Mayfield; Mrs. Hilda Pauline Knott, Rt.
4, Box 136,-. Murray;
William Ted Atkins-TP=0713oz
126, Hardin; Joseph Choppi, 1312
Kirkwood Dr., Murray; Mrs. Sheila
Gail Baker, Box 75, Hardin;

Wadesboro Club
plans meeting
here Thursday

Klent Reese Starks born

Patients are dismissed

Dorcas Class plans luncheon

Home Department plans meeting
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Mr. and Mrs.-Hal P. Orr
Orr, brother of the groom. Ushers
were Brian Griffin and Ernie
0'Bryan.
They wore black tuxedoes with
boutonnieres of mauve roses and
baby's breath.
Mark Jenkins and Michael Jenkins were ringbearers. They WON
white tuxedoes and carried white
satin pillows trimmed in lace.
A reception followed in the
Community Room of North Branch

of Peoples Bank.
Jana Paschall and Vickie Geurin
were in charge of the reception.
Joyce Cooper presided at the
guest register.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Florida. They are now
residing at Rt. 1, Box 190-A,
Hazel.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

Newborn admission
Miss Deborah G. Baker, Rt. 8,
Box 1055, Murray; Mrs. Donna - Fain baby giii, parents, Cheryl
Gail Niemeier and -baby' boy, Rt. 2, and Douglas, Rt. 1, Box 143,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Box 50 C-5, Dresden, Tenn.
DismissalS
Expiration
N1r: Mciureari George, 713 Riley
Mrs. Kathleen Overby, 308
Ct., Murray; J.B. Parrott, Rt. 2,
North Sixth St., Murray.
Calvert City; Harold Moss, 1300
Five newborn admissions and Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs. Dortha Williams, 1710
dismissals at Murray-Callow. y s.
County Hospital for Saturday, Se 121'Martin's Chapel Rd., Murray; Ms.
15, have been released as follows:' Christine L. Emmons, P.O. Box
611, Calvert City.
Newborn admissions
Expiration
Harper baby boy, parents, Sandra
Graham Bibb, Rt. 2, Murray.
and Edward, P.O. Box 1242, Cadiz:
Wilkins baby girl, parents, Mary
Two newborn admissions and
and Joseph, Rt. I, Box 367, Cotdismissals at Murray-Calloway
tage Grove, Tenn.;
Cherry baby girl, parents, Cynth- County Hospital for Monday, Sept.
ia and Keith, 1119 North Poplar 17, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
St., Paris, Tenn.;
Booker baby girl, parents, Diane
Hall baby girl, mother, Helen
Howard, Rt. 3, Box 67-47, Calvert and David Rt. !, Box 613, Hardin;
01.13-ryan baby bray, parents,
City;
_
-pure-ritS, LoAnn and Jimmie, Rt. 1, Box 506,
Delaney_bab_y
Debbie and Jeff. Rt. 8, Box 621, Benton.
Murray.
Dismissals
Dismissals
Mrs. Ruth Brannon, Rt. 1, Box
Sam D. Downs, Rt. 2, Cadiz; 101, Puryear, Tenn.; Jerry CunWilliam T. Bucy, P.O. Box 85, ningham, Rt. 2, Box 587, Dover,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Lomon Powell, Tenn.; Nathaniel Pate, 100 Pine St.,
Rt. 1, Box 263, Symsonia;
Murray;
Herbert W. Farris, 516 South
Miss Daisy Houser, 209 East
11th St., Murray; Miss Janice Mar- 20th Si., Benton; William Foust,
ie Tharpe, 904 Minor, Paris, Tenn.; 109 Marilyn, Paris, Term.; Mrs.
Miss Kady Elizabeth Jnes, Rt: 1, Bonnie June Byerly, Rt. 5. Box
Box 441, Clinton;
223, Murray;
Michael E. Long, 313 Powell,
Mrs. Virginia Slimmer, 800
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Barbara D. Swift Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs. Cynthand baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 220, ia Cherry and baby girl, 1119
North Poplar St., Paris, Tenn.;
Wingo;
Mrs. Modena Latimer, Rt. 1.
Roger Jones, Rt. 1, Box 100,
Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Becky Nell Almo; Mrs. Helen Howard and
Arant and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 67-47, Calvert
179, Benton.
City;
Mrs. Sandra Harper and baby
One newborn admission, dismis- boy, P.O. Box 1242, Cadiz; Mrs.
sals and one expiration at Murray- Mary Sue Wilkins and baby girl,
Calloway County Hospital for Sun- Rt. 1, Box 367, Cottage Grove,
day, Sept. 16, have been released Tenn.
as follows:
Cour Best Tc, Yau I

.
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Perfect Ten
SALE NOW

60% Off Nouvelle Metal Blinds
45% Off kitcro Blinds
45% 01 Woven Woods
45% Off Duette Shades
20% ON Top Treatments

25th

45% Off Touchglide Vertical Blinds
50% Off Solt 1". Pleated Shades
40% Off San.. ed Wood Blinds
40% Off Clanique & Designer Wood Blinds
60% Off Grande Classique Metal Blinds

TERRY'S DECORATING

753-3321

Southside Shopping Center

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Small

$1 19

With Garlic Bread

Large

$
1
"

Wednesday 11 a.m.-10 p.m Inside Dining Only

Friendly Service

Children's
Name Brands

and

20% on

Customer Satisfaction
Are Our Specialties

Ladles Suits, Nancy Frock Dresses
and Large Shl
t of
. Jewelry

\ •

,21

Newborns, dismissals, expirations listed

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Fellowship at
5:30 p.m.; Finance Committee at 7
A Craft, Bake, Plant and Yard Sale will be Friday, Sepi 21, from 8:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. Nancy timeline, p.m.; Congregational Care and
president, urges all members to participate and the public to attend this _Chancel Choir -at- 7:30--p.m.
special sale.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Family Potluck
with Fidelis Class in charge at 6
p.m.; Brotherhood, Baptist Women,
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m. at Hazel
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Community Center. Hostesses will be Carolyn Parks and Belinda Elliott.
Friends at 7 p.m.
Hilda Bennett, president, urges all members to attend this opening meeting of the 1990-91 club year.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Week of Prayer at 9 a.m.; Instrumental Reh. at
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
5:30 p.m.; Supper at 6 p.m.; Youth, will meet Thursday, Sept. 20, at 11
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Starks of Almo are the parents of a son, Klent
GAs, RAs and Prayer meeting at 7 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Reese, weighing eight pounds 10 ounches, measuring 21 inches, born on
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
All members and interested perThursday, Aug. 23, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
sons are invited and urged to
another son, Kyle, 5. The mother is the former Susan Earheart. GrandpaBible classes will be at 7 p.m. at attend, a club spokesperson said.
rents are Jerry and Brenda Starks of Almo and Reese and Lois Earheart of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Ruby Burchen presented a lesson
Big Sandy, Tenn.
Pon "Shyness, Understanding and
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at Overcoming" at the last regular
University Church of Christ.
meeting.
The devotion on "Beatitudes Local persons recently released from area hospitals include the followEvents at Grace Baptist Church
Blessed is the Homemaker" was
ing: Kenneth Wayne Burks of Murray from Community, Mayfield; Norwill include Youth Choir at 6:15 given by Grace Parker.
bert Siebold of Murray from Western Baptist, Paducah; and Betty Milton
p.m.; Youth Bible Study and MidPawnee Bedwell, president, presof Murray from Lourdes, Paducah.
Week Service at 7 p.m.; Weekly
ided and gave a report on activities
Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
at the meeting of Kentucky Homemakers held at Lexington.
Events at First Christian Church
Recreation was led by Imogene
will include CWF Bazaar workshop
Palmer with Lucy Parker named as
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a luncat 8 a.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wedwinner.
heon on Thursday, Sept. 20, at 12 noon in cafeteria of Calloway County
nesdays
at 6 p.m.; Choir Rehearsal
Also present were Dixie Palmer,
High School. Lucy Lilly, class president, urges all members to attend.
at 7:15 p.m.
Elaine Collins and Betty Palmer,.
The club members also met in
Events at First Baptist Church
July to work on crafts.
will include Bible Study at 9:45
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Sept. a.m.; Fellowship Supper, Child20, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Dr. David Roos and Opal Howard will
ren's Choirs, and Directors/ Leadtalk about their recent trip to The Holy Land. They will be introduced by
ers meeting at 5:30 p.m.; Klaymata
LaRue Redden, Home member who also made the trip with them this
Fellowship and business meeting at
summer. Members are asked to note the change in meeting time on Thurs- 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
day, said Dorothy Jennings, department chairman.
p.m.

Coldwater church plans sale
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Dwight Bann: Service Manager

I N VAI's

$1 19 Special
For Kids

Free Roots On Drinks

510 Main St.
You Can't Eat This Well At Home For Th

Pm-1,
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SPORTS
Sports Wrangler
by DANIEL T. PARKER

:
:
•
.
•
•
•
.
•

There are children who seem to enjoy knocking down towers of blocks other children have
built. There are kids who seek and destroy sand
castles.
Last year at Murray State, some so-called student of higher education would drive his or her
truck over a short concrete wall and through the
flower bed outside of the Curris Center just as
soon as the maintenance workers repaired the
previous damage. And, this year, there are apparently a few Calloway County football "fans"
who are jealous — or at least dangerously uninformed — of the Lakers' new-found success.

Early last week, one of our advertising saleswomen passed on a message to
me from one of the merchants — the
message being that I should "investigate" the Laker football team's use of
: ineligible players.
1 more or less laughed it off, having
• "investigated" Calloway's use of students
from the Mayfield Treatment Center last
• year in a feature story which appeared
. the day after Thanksgiving, 1989.
It was harder to laugh, however,
Daniel T. Parker is
when I got to Lone Oak for the Lakthe sports editor of
ers' game Friday night and found out
The Murray Ledger
".• that Lone Oak had received one of
& Times.
those anonymous messages earlier in the
week. According to my sources, a woman had called Lone
Oak's principal earlier in the week, identified herself only
as a
Laker football parent, then "informed" Lone Oak that
Calloway
was using illegal players and that Lone Oak should do
something about it.
Lone Oak's principal, I was told, didn't entertain the woman's
claims for very long, refusing to give too much credenc
e to
someone who wouldn't identify themselves by name (three
cheers for Lone Oak's principal!).
Calloway head coach Tony Franklin, however, confirmed
such a call had been made; he knew about it immediately that
because Lone Oak's head coach, Tony Roth, had called
Franklin
as soon as he heard about the call.
Roth already was aware of the situation with Calloway
and
the Treatment Center students and wasn't calling to question
the
players' eligibility but to warn Franklin that "you've got
some
idiot over there who is..."
Franklin didn't want too much of a fuss made about it —
not because he or his team have anything to hide, but
because
he didn't feel Laker football parents should be grouped
in a
bad light. "It's only one or two," Franklin said by phone
this
morning. "Most of the parents, you couldn't ask for anything
better."
It may be only one or two, but we all know that one
or two
people can do the talk of twenty or forty. And, in this
case,
the talk is wrong!
So let's set the record straight once and for all. Callowa
y
County's football roster includes some juveniles who have
been
placed in a correctional center in Mayfield. They are juvenile
s
who have either made a wrong choice somewhere or
who, due
to their environment, didn't realize they had a choice to
make.
The Calloway County school system , provides the teachers
who
provide the education at the Treatment Center. Due to this,----those- itiveniles at the center in Mayfield are actually students
in
the Calloway County school system. As such, they are immediately and unequivocally eligible to compete in athletics wearing
a Laker uniform, as long as they meet academic requirements.
There hasn't been a lot said about this situation because
there's nothing to be served by saying a lot about it. Allowing
the students to participate began, as I've said, last year, and
only after the Treatment Center, the Calloway school officials,
Franklin, the Kentucky judicial system and the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association examined all the angles and corners
and came up with a "hey, let's do it" answer.
The KHSAA "transfer rule" doesn't even apply in this case,
KHSAA commissioner Tom Mills told Franklin, because the
boys at the Treatment Center have been placed there by court
action. "Every student who comes through there (the Treatment
Center) is considered to be eligible as long as they're
academically eligible," Franklin said Mills' decision was."
In fact, there has been very little negative feedback from anyone — including opposing football coaches — because so many
people do realize that young people can derive a positive effect
from the interaction and competition that team-oriented athletics
supply. "They want these kids to have every opportunity in
the
world to get their life together," Franklin said. "At least this
gives them a chance."
Some people may still not understand. They may not want
their kids to be playing ball with juvenile offenders, they may
feel miffed that one of their favorite players was moved down
o the depth chart, or they may snicker at the thought that these
mostly-black youngsters from the streets can rehabilitate themselves by playing football or basketball.
Let me pose two theories, however: First of all, in some
cases, the only difference between the kids at the Treatment
Center and some of the kids walking the halls at Calloway or
Murray High is that the kids at the Treatment Center got
caught.
Secondly, what may help some of the Treatment Center juveniles put their life together isn't what they'll get out of playing
football for Calloway County High School, but what they'll get
out of seeing that some people believe in their future, and that
some people are willing to give them an opportunity to better
themselves.
No one feels that football alone is going to turn a young
-offender's life around; the staff at the Treatment Center is all
too aware that many of their kids are going to continue down
the wrong path.
Many — but not all.
One of the three Treatment Center kids who played football
for the Lakers last year has earned his high school degree and
is now attending classes at Murray State University. He didn't
earn his degree by playing football, but football had something
to do with improving his self-image and the way he looked at
his future.
This column will do little to convince some people that this
situation is "right," however, it should at least convince you all
that it is legal.
If I could do any persuading at all, however, I would urge
Calloway parents to get behind Franklin and the Lakers in this
matter. If one alleged parent can make a phone call to an
opposing school to complain, I think a great many more should
be able to call Calloway County High School and show their
support.
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Y'all come!
Atlanta named as host city for 1996 Summer Olympics
By LARRY SIDDONS
Associated Press Sports Writer

TOKYO — Atlanta brought the Olympics to the heart of the old
American South today, beating out Athens and four other cities in a
multimillion-dollar campaign for the 1996 Summer Games.
It was a victory of communications and commercial appeal over history and tradition.
The voting by the International Olympic Committee means that the
100th birthday of the modern Olympics will be staged in one of the
world's most modern cities and take the Games into their second century on a high-tech, big-money road.
The decision, read from a sealed ballot by IOC president Juan Antonio Samaranch, ended Athens' hopes to stage the '96 Games in the
country where the Olympics were born in 776 B.C. and were reincarnated in 1896.
When the announcement was made, the Atlanta representatives burst
into applause and fireworks and balloons filled the early-morning sky
back home in the Georgia capital.
Atlanta, burned by Sherman in the Civil War and immortalized by
Margaret Mitchell in "Gone With the Wind," had entered the final
days of the four-year contest generally rated among the front-runners.
It received a boost in its formal presentation with a videotaped appeal

by President Bush.
To win, a city needed 44 votes from the 88-member IOC. Atlanta
caught Athens on the third of the maximum five ballots, took the lead
on the fourth and won it 51-35 as it picked up most of the 22 votes
Toronto had on the previous round.
The other bids came from Belgrade, Manchester and Melbourne.
Atlanta got into the race late by most standards — in 1987 — with
nine volunteers, and was outspent $30 million to $7 million by Athens.
It will be only the third American city ever to host the Summer
Olympics, following St. Louis in 1904 and Los Angeles in 1932 and
1984.
It was the 1984 LA Games which ushered in an era of unimagined
money for the Olympics. The IOC announced last week that the
Olympic movement, which was almost broke just a decade ago, would
make $1.84 billion in the four-year period leading up to 1992, when
the Summer Games will be held in Samaranch's home city of
Barcelona.
Atlanta is world headquarters of Coca-Cola, one of the Olympics'
biggest sponsors. It is the home of the football Falcons, baseball
Braves and basketball Hawks. It will be the site of the 1994 Super
Bowl. It has prestigious universities large and small and was the grassroots of the civil rights movement. It's "Gone with the Wind" and
(Cont'd on page 9)

Tiger 9th-10th grade team posts shutout win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray's combination 9th and
10th grade team shut out Ballard
Memorial 20-0.
Tiger quarterback Brent Keller
tossed an 11-yard touchdown strike
to Shaka Rayford to put the Tigers

on the board.
Victor Perry scored two touchdowns, one on a 55-yard gallop in
the first half, and another with a
70-yard interception return in the
second half.
"It was sloppy ," Tiger coach
Dave Can said. "There were a lot
of penalties, but we played aggres-

sively and played hard."
Carr pointed to Chad Caldwell,
Ryan Lee and Chip Greene as
anchors in the Tiger defensive
effort.
The 9th-10th grade team travels
to Fulton County next Monday.
• • •
Calloway County's junior varsity
team fell to 0-3 with a 20-14 loss
at Lone Oak High School Monday
night.
The Lakers held an early lead
when freshman Jack Dodd scooped
up a Flash fumble and raced 35
yards into the end zone for a 6-0
start.
Calloway didn't score again until
James Barrett scored on a touchdown run and added the two-point
conversion run for the 20-14 final.
•

•

•

GIRLS' SOCCER

Murray's Mitch Downey, a freshman tailback, plows ahead for a gain
during Murray's 20-0 win over Ballard Memorial in 9th-10th grade
play Monday.

Calloway County's Lady Lakers
got a leg up in their season series
with Murray High, defeating the
Lady Tigers 2-1 at Murray Monday
afternoon to claim a 2-1 lead in the
four-game series.
Murray got the upper hand early,
taking a 1-0 lead into halftime after
Vanessa Sammons scored unassisted eight minutes into the first
half.
That lead held up until 22:00
mark of the second half, when Calloway's Darra Mitchell scored
from the right wing to knot the
game at 1-1.
Kim Johnson scored the gamewinner six minutes later, taking a
pass from Alexia Schempp and
drilling the goal for the 2-1 margin.
Murray High will attempt to tie
the series in the final meeting of
the two teams next Tuesday at
North Calloway. Calloway's Lady
Lakers travel to Heath this

afternoon.

GOLF
Having the home course was no
advantage for the Murray High
Tigers, who dropped their second
match of the season Monday afternoon when Marshall County beat
the MHS boys 166-169 at Murray
Country Club, with Calloway
County taking third in the threeway match with a 192.
In girls' play over six holes, the
Lady Tigers blitzed Marshall
116-135, with Calloway third at
155.
Adam Grogan of Murray shared
medalist honors with two Marshall
players at 40, while Todd Thomas
shot a 41, Allen Rayburn at 43 and
Ryan Haverstock 45 for the Tigers.
Non-team scoring competitors
included Dusty Wilson (47), Clay
Bolin (49) and Jason West (56).
For Calloway, Jeremiah Rayburn
carded a 45 for team honors while
Chad Jenkins added a 47, Eric Gallimofe a 49 and Ed Rehmus a 51.
John Nix carded a 52 for the
Lakers.
In girls' play, Murray's Joy
Roach earned medalist honors with
a 28 over the six-hole competition,
while Connie Steely and Kristen
Hornbeck were right behind at 29
and Jennifer Howe added a 30.
Rachel Cella added a 45 for the
Lady Tigers.
For Calloway, Kelli Gupton fired
a 31 while Courtney McCoy posted
a 40, and Farrah Beach and Pam
Bucy added 42s. Amy Nesbitt's 43
and Nikki McMillan's 46 were not
included in team totals.
Murray and Calloway travel to
Mayfield today for "girls' only"
competition.

Elway directs Broncos to comeback victory
DENVER (AP) — John Elway may have been
humbled by Joe Montana in last January's Super
Bowl.
But he was a pretty good imitation of the San
Francisco quarterback Monday night, driving the
Denver Broncos to a last-second 24-23 win over
Kansas City that was every bit as improbable as
Montana's heroics against New Orleans a week
ago.
Elway didn't have the numbers — he finished
14 of 30 for 263 yards — but he had THE play,
a fourth-down 49-yard connection with Vance
Johnson from his own 17 that led to David
Treadwell's 22-yard game-winning field goal as
time ran out.
In fact, Elway compared it to the 98-yard
drive he engineered to beat Cleveland in the
1986 AFC title game.
"It ranks right up there with the drive, especially coming against a good team like Kansas
City and with the way things went for us last
week," Elway said, referring to the 14-9 loss to
the Los Angeles Raiders. "In that situation, the
way I look at it, you have nothing to lose."
It came after Steve DeBerg, who threw for
395 yards, had connected with Stephone Paige
with 1:44 left to give Kansas City its first lead
of the game at 23-21. DeBerg and Paige had
hooked up on a 16-yard TD with 8:01 left as

Denver looked as if it was about to blow a 21-9
fourth-quarter lead.
In fact, if the Broncos had lost, the AFC
champs might have found themselves in a difficult hole from which to emerge, even this early
— with losses to the Raiders and Chiefs, who
figure to be their main rivals in the AFC West.
Instead, they find themselves at 1-1, the same
mark as Kansas City, which hasn't won at Mile
High Stadium since 1982.
"We made a couple of big plays, they came
back and made the last one," said Chiefs coach
Marty Schottenheimer. "Neither team had quit
in them tonight. I don't think we had a losers'
locker room."
For most of the game, however, it looked like
it would be a lot easier loss.
The two teams spent most of the first three
periods matching each other score for score. The
problem for Kansas City was that their scores
were Nick Lowery field goals and Denver's
were touchdowns — runs of 36 and 6 yards by
Bobby Humphrey, who finished with 19 carries
for 132 yards, and a 2-yard quarterback draw by
Elway.
The defense, meanwhile, was holding Christian Okoye to 69 yards in 20 carries and keeping
DeBerg out of the end zone even though he
moved well between the 20s.

But then Albert Lewis blocked a Mike Horan
punt with 9:30 left, and after it rolled 40 yards,
Kevin Porter recovered at the Denver 17. Two
plays later, DeBerg hit Paige, who finished with
10 catches for 206 yards and it was 21-16.
On its next possession, Kansas City was
thwarted when Michael Brooks sacked DeBerg
and Denver moved into position for a clinching
field goal with 2 minutes left. But Treadwell's
38-yarder went wide left and that gave the
Chiefs one more chance.
They didn't blow it.
After an illegal procedure penalty, DeBerg
found Paige at his own 40 and the Kansas City
receiver broke a tackle by Kip Corrington and
raced down the right sideline into the end zone.
Now it was Elway's turn.
After the kickoff and a penalty, three passes
fell incomplete — giving him 10 consecutive
incomplete passes.
Then, with 1:11 left, he found Johnson across
the middle and the Denver receiver, who caught
six passes for 150 yards, raced to the Kansas
City 35. Elway hit Mark Jackson at the 18,
Humphrey raced up the middle to the four and
all that remained was for Treadwell to convert.
"In the huddle I said to John, 'Throw me the
ball,"' Johnson said. "He asked me if I had that
guy. I said, 'I got him."

Owners owe $102 million in damages in collusion case
By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK — Collusion is
finally catching up with baseball
owners after 3% years.
Arbitrator George Nicolau on
Monday ordered the 26 clubs to
pay $102.5 milion to players as
compensation for damages caused
during the 1987 and 1988 seasons
by the conspiracy against free
agents.
Another arbitrator, Thomas
Roberts, last year ordered owners

to pay approximately $10.5 million
in damages for the 1986 season.
The total so far is $113 million, or
$4,347,234 per team. And that
doesn't include interest and other
damages the union is asserting.
"This," agent Tom Reich said,
"is the first nuclear missile of the
collusion damage war."
Reich, who represents Tim
Raines and Jack Clark, estimated
damages could reach $300 million
by the time all rulings are issued.
Donald Fehr, head of the players'
association, said he doesn't have an

estimate, but union lawyers have
used $250 million as a ballpark
figure.
"There will be much more to
come when the remaining damages
are determined, including lost salary for 1989 and 1990 and other
damages," Fehr said. "Protest as
they will, the owners can no longer
downplay either the significance or
the effect of their intentionally
wrongful conduct."
Cluck O'Connor, head of the
owners' Player Relations Commit-

tee, did that, pointing out the conspiracy happened under the regime
of former Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth.
"While we disagree wiui the
amount of damages awarded, it is
important to remember that the
events in wiestion began more than
five years ago," O'Connor said.
"It is undoubtedly the case that the
origins of this dispute are in part
related to the clubs' efforts to
grapple with the serious economic
issues facing the game."
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Actions& Reactions

'Pocket Rocket' keeps Sox
one game on top of Jays
By The Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Tn. — Miranda Coles and Liza Griffith, both of Murray, competed in
the first annual 'Tennessee Sportsfest' June 22-23 in Nashville. Both girls placed
well in all four gymnastic events.

Boxing

local

Ticket prices for the six-fight boxing card set for Oct. 6 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center are $15 for ringside seats and $10 for all other reserved seats,
with children under 12 in reserved seats for $5. All seats have chair backs. To
order tickets for the fights, contact K&S Promotions at 489-2362 or the West Kentucky Exposition Center at 762-3125.
•Kirksey boxer Shawn The Sabre Simmons will be fighting in his first defense of
the Kentucky lightweight title in the 12-round feature bout of the card. Other action
will see Murray's Mike Sykes and Paris, Tn.'s James McNairl in their second pro
outings.

OVC football
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Eastern Kentucky swept the Ohio Valley Conterence's
offensive and defensive player of the week honors Monday with the league office
citing tailback Leon Brown and linebacker Kelly Blount for their performances
against Southeast Missouri. Brown, a 5-foot-10, 187-pound sophomore, posted his
second 100-yard performance in the Colonels' 45-0 victory as he rushed for 117
yards and scored twice. Brown, who scored on runs of 1 and 23 yards, also caught
one pass for 10 yards. Blount, a 6-1, 225 senior, was credited with five tackles,
three assists, three pass inteiceptions, a deflected pass and a tackle-for-loss.
Blount returned one of his interceptions for a touchdowii.
'Tennessee State punter Colin Godfrey, who punted five times for an average of
49 yards against Grambling, was the Division I-AA league's specialist of the week.
Offensive lineman honors went to Morehead State guard Eric Coker, who graded
at 85 percent as the Eagles rolled up 26 first downs and 476 total yards against
Kentucky State. Middle Tennessee kick returner Walter Dunson returned an East
Tennessee State kickoff 84 yards WY a touchdown and later returned another kickoff 31 yards to be named the OVC's rookie of the week.

Coll* football
The Sooners soared and the Panthers plunged in this week's Associated Press
college poll Alter routing Pittsburgh 52-10, Oklahoma rose three spots to No. 11
and Pitt fell 12 places to No. 25, edging Fresno State by one point for the final
spot Notre Dame remained No. 1,after its season-opening 28-24 victory over
Michigan. The Fighting Irish received 44 first-place votes an 1,480 points from a
nationwide panel of writers and broadcasters. Colorado dropped from ninth to 20th
— its lowest ranking since last year's preseason poll — after losing to Illinois
23-22. Florida State moved past Auburn into second after routing Georgia Southern 48-6. The Seminoles got 10 first-place votes. Brigham Young rose one spot to
No. 4, followed by Southern Cal, Tennessee, Michigan, Nebraska, Miami and Virginia. Oklahoma is 11th, followed by Texas A&M, Arkansas, Houston, Illinois, Ohio
State, Clemson, Arizona, Florida and Colorado. Rounding out the Top 25 are
Washington, Texas, Arizona Stale, Michigan State • and Pittsburgh.

Baseball
NEW YORK — If the National League East Division race ends in a tie between the
Pittsburgh Pirates and New York Mets, a one-game playoff for the title will be held
at Pittsburgh Oct. 4. Pittsburgh won a conference call coin flip between general
managers Larry Doughty of Pittsburgh and Frank Cashen of New York.
• • •
NEW YORK — Toronto's Kelly Gruber, who batted .464 with two homers and 14
RBIs as the Blue Jays charged back into the American League East race last
week, was named AL player of the week. Bill Doran of the Cincinnati Reds, who
batted 588 with three doubles and a homer, took National League honors.

General
CHICAGO — A federal appeals court overturned the racketeering convictions of
sports agents Norby Walters and Lloyd Bloom, who were accused of signing athletes to contracts before their eligibility expired. The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the convictions on a legal technicality and did not adciress the mail
fraud, racketeering or conspiracy counts. This left open the possibility of retrial, but
prosecutors who handled the case were not in their offices and it could not be
learned if they would try again for convictions. Walters, 58, of New York, had been
sentenced to five years in prison and Bloom, 30, of Sherman Oaks, Calif., was
given three years after their 1989 convictions. The government said they paid college athletes thousands of dollars to sign secret representation contracts before
their eligibility had expired, a violation of NCAA rules.
• • •
PORT CRANE, N.Y. — A private investigator testified that Billy Martin was driving
when his pickup truck went out of control on Christmas Day 1989 and smashed
into a culvert, killing the former major league manager. Martin's companion that
night, Detroit bar owner William Reedy, is on trial in Town of Fenton Court for driving while intoxicated, but he has maintained that Martin was behind the wheel.
William Fischer, a private investigator from Endicott, N.Y., and Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., said the fabric on the left knee of the pants Reedy was wearing when the
crash occurred was imprinted on the dashboard of the pickup truck just to the right
of the steering wheel. That indicated that Reedy slid across from the passenger
side of the vehicle on impact, Fischer said. Fischer also said that the seat of the
truck was adjusted close to the steering wheel and foot pedals of the vehicle, indicating that Martin, and probably not the bigger Reedy, was the driver, Fischer said.
•

•

•

RALEIGH, N.C. — North Carolina State University will not sue former basketball
player Charles Shackleford to collect $405,000 in fines stemming from his admitted
rules violations, at least for now, trustees have ruled. The decision was reached
over the weekend in a closed-door meeting of N.C. State trustees who were joined
briefly by Woltpack athletic director Todd Turner. In February, Shackleford admitted accepting more than $60,000 from two men during his sophomore and junior
years in violation of NCAA rules. Some of that money was from a sports agent
seeking to represent him when he turned professional. After Shackleford's admission, which was accompanied by an apology to the school, the NCAA ordered the
university to repay $405,756. That amount reflects 90 percent of the school's net
earnings from the NCAA basketball tournaments in 1987 and 1988, the years in
which Shackleford broke the rules.

Football
NEW YORK — NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue met with Eric Dickerson and
Indianapolis Colts general manager Jim lrsay but didn't make an immediate decision on the running back's suspension. Dickerson, placed oaths non-football injury
list Aug. 29 after refusing to take a physical, had nothing to say following a threehour meeting at the NFL offices. Dickerson, the seventh-leading rusher in NFL history with 11,236 yards, can't be activated until Oct. 17, in time for an Oct. 21 game
against Denver. Dickerson has had an injured left hamstring, but says the injury
has healed In addition to placing Dickerson on the list, the Colts suspended him
for four weeks. If nothing changes, he would lose about $600.000 of his $1.45
mAlion salary.
gnor

Like the old Montreal Canadiens, the Boston Red Sox have the Rocket
and the Pocket Rocket.
And with Roger "Rocket" Clemens, who hasn't pitched since Sept. 4,
sidelined at least until Friday, Mike "Pocket Rocket" Boddicker has
become the stopper.
Boddicker (16-8) won his fifth straight decision Monday night with six
solid innings as the Red Sox beat Baltimore 7-3 and snapped a four-game
losing streak — since the last time Boddicker pitched — that had pared
their lead in the American League East to one game over charging
Toronto.
"I really don't care about any labels or anything like that," Boddicker
said. "If you look at the games in Chicago (where the Red Sox just lost
four straight), the guys pitched as well as I did. We just didn't score as
many runs or play as well."
Boddicker seems to bring out the best in the Red Sox. In his last six
starts — all victories — they have scored 58 runs.
Boddicker gave up three runs and seven hits in six innings and is 4-0
against the Orioles. Larry Andersen pitched two hitless innings and Jeff
Gray worked the ninth.
The Red Sox used two walks around Luis Rivera's single to load the
bases in the third against rookie Ben McDonald (7-5), and sacrifice flies
by Dwight Evans and Wade Boggs made it 2-0.
Boston extended its lead to 5-0 in the fourth. Kevin Romine drew a
one-out walk, Mike Marshall doubled, Romine scored on a wild pitch and
Pena doubled Marshall home. Pena scored on an error by third baseman
Leo Gomez.
The Orioles cut Boston's lead to 5-3 in the fifth when Sam Horn hit a
two-run double and scored on a double by Mickey Tettleton. But the Red
Sox added two runs in the seventh against John Mitchell. Pena drove in
one run with a single and scored when right fielder Steve Finley misplayed a double by Rivera.
-We needed a win, no clout): about it," Boston manager Joe Morgan
said. "We had chances to make it a rout, but you shouldn't be greedy."
Baltimore wasn't. The Orioles had a chance to do more damage in the
fifth when Gomez singled Tettleton to third. But David Segui hit into a
fielder's choice at the plate and Jeff McKnight grounded out.
"We got to (Boddicker) in the fifth inning and had a chance to do a
little more damage in some other innings, but he just wiggled off the
hook," Orioles manager Frank Robinson said.
"He's our stopper now," Evans said.
AROUND THE HORN
NATIONAL LEAGUE
While the NL East leaders took a day oft to
catch their breath,'the NL West race moved a
step closer to completion.
The Cincinnati Reds rode the two-hit pitching
ot Jose Rs) to a 4-0 victory over San Francisco'
on Monday. That lowered the Reds' clinching
number over the Dodgers to 11. Los Angeles
stayed 5'4 games behind with a 5-2 win at
Atlanta.
The East action resumes tonight with Montreal at New York and Pittsburgh at Chicago. The
Pirates lead the Mem by orle-half game arid the
Expos by 5'4 .
Rijo was overpowering, allowIng only a first.
inning double to Kevin Bass and a ninth-inning
single by Bass. He struck out a season-high 12
for histeam-high fifth complete game. Rio has
allowed three earned runs or fewer in 22 of his
26 starts.
"Every time I go out, I feel so strong I almost
feel unbeatable," Rijo said. "I'm not going to
gel beat unless I make a mistake."
He didn't make any this time, dropping the
defending NL champions 8'4 games back. The
Reds are close to becoming the first NL team to
lead their division every day of a 162-game
season
Rip (12-7) is a good reason for that.
''He's just had an overpowering fastball his
last two starts," Cincinnati manager Lou Piniella said. "He's fun to watch pitch when he's on
nis game. He's been on his game now lor a
while — he's getting sharper and sharper.The Giants are getting duller and duller
They've lost tour straight, scoring a total of five
runs in those games, and lost just about any
chance of catching up.
"Every time we lose now, we dig our hole a
little deeper," Giants manager Roger Craig
said. "And it doesn't look too good when you're
not scoring runs."
Cincinnati scored on Hal Morris' two-run
single and Paul O'Neill's two-run homer.
•Ai Atlanta, the Dodgers got three hits apiece
from Eddie Murray and Kal Daniels in their 5-2
win over the Braves. Daniels is hitting .378
against Atlanta, while Murray is at .377. "Maybe
they'll lose tomorrow or the next day," Los
Angeles manager Tommy Lasorda said of the
Reds. "All we've got to do is keep on winning."
'Bruce Hurst increased his consecutive scoreless innings streak to 27 as the Padres shut out

Kelly Gruber snapped a 4-4 tie with a two-out
btoop single in the seventh inning and surging
Toronto won its lourth straight, 6-4 over the
Yankees, to keep pace with the Red Sox.
A crowd of 49,902, Toronto's 62nd sellout of
:he season and 55th in a row, helped the Blue
Jays set a major league attendance record with
3,635,821. The old mark of 3,608,881 was set
Dy the 1982 Los Angeles Dodgers. The Blue
Jays have five home games left.
After the Blue Jays erased 3-0 and 4-3 deficits against rookie Steve Adkins, Tony Fernandez singled off Eric Plunk (5-3) with two out in
:he seventh, took second on a wild pitch and
scored on Gruber's single. Manny Lee added
an RBI single in the eighth.
John Ceruto (9-9) got the win with one inning
in relief of Todd Stottlemyre, who yielded a tworun homer to Jesse Barfield. Duane Ward and
Tom Henke each pitched an inning, with Henke
getting his 29th save. Ken Williams had a tworun double for Toronto.
•Melido Perez pitched a five-hitter and Frank
Thomas hit a two-run homer as Chicago won its
filth straight and beat Oakland for the seventh
time in 11 games, 7-0 Perez (13-14) struck out
eight and walked three. Loser Scott Sanderson
(16-10) gave up all seven runs runs and seven
hits in five innings.
•Ratael Palmeirc tied his career high with five
hits, Pete Incaviglia drove in five runs and Bobby Witt won for the 13th time in his last 14 decisions as Texas beat the Mariners 10-4 Texas
scored four runs in the first inning, two on a
double by Incaviglia, and tour in the second,
capped by Incaviglia's three-run homer, his
22nd. Rubin Sierra added four hits, drove in two
runs and scored twice as Texas won for the
10th time in the last 12 games
*Steve Olin, called on to make his first professional start when Bud Black was traded to Toronto just before game time, held Milwaukee to
two runs in seven innings as the Indians
claimed a 4-2 victory. Olin (4-4) gave up six hits
and retired 15 of the last 17 batters he laced.
•Steve Farr (11-7), normally a reliever, pitched
a four-hitter over seven innings for his third win
in four starts and Bo Jackson drove in the only
run with a sixth-inning single as the Royals
edged the Twins 1-0.

(Cont'd from page 8)
Stone Mountain, catfish and CNN.
And now it's an Olympic city.
"I am absolutely amazed. I can't
believe Atlanta has gone from a
place nobody thought had a chance
to really getting those Games,"
said Michael Lomax, chairman of
the Fulton County Commission.
"It made me feel I was making
the Olympic team again," said
Evander Holyfield, the former
Olympic boxer who is from
Atlanta.
Within seconds after the
announcement in Atlanta, crowds
were six deep at an Atlanta Organizing Committee cart selling Tshirts and hats with the city's
Olympic logo.
"This is just unbelievable. We
should sell out of everything in the
next 10 minutes," said Glenn
Stewart, merchandising coordinator
for the AOC.
"I wanted this so bad," said
Janice Stockard of suburban Decatur. "I wanted it because Atlanta's
great. This means a lot. We got the
Super Bowl and now we got the
Olympics."
Atlanta's attraction was solid
facilities, including a new domed
stadium under construction, impeccible hotels and infrastructure and
glowing reports from various evaluation commissions.

STEVE'S

. — Fri.

The Atlanta delegates, led by
chief organizer Billy Payne, were
overcome by joy. Payne had left
the sesSion room in tears after presenting Atlanta's final report earlier in the day.
Payne had said his main problem
to overcome was geography
because the Summer Games had
been in the United States just six
years ago.
"We have tried unsuccessfully
to move Atlanta farther away from
Los Angeles," he said.
Payne did not find much support
when he first proposed the bid.
Now he has a billion-dollar budget
and plans to build an 85,000-seat
track and field stadium, a swimming hall, a veldrome and other
facilities that will cost up to S500
million. The Georgia Dome, which
would house basketball and gymnastics, is under construction.
"What I want now is for all of
our young people to start training
at something. Start riding your
bicycle, start swimming, start
jumping, start dancing, gymnastics," said former Mayor Andrew
Young, who helped lead the campaign and also was in Tokyo. "We
can't have the Games come to
Atlanta and no Atlantan.s win medals. What AT have to work at is the
spirit of the Olympics infusing the
life of our children."
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SCOREBOARD
"New Officesame good neigh bor."
305 N 12th Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is There
Century 21)
Jane Ewers
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Office Bloomington. Minor

753-95Z7

MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
81 67 547
80 68 541
71 77 480
69 78 469
68 80 459
65 81 445
60 87 408

Boston
IOriniu
Demo
Aeleaukse
Clvelariij
Batumors
New Yoni

GB LIO Streak
3-7 Won 1
1
z-8-2 Won 4
10
5-5 Won 2
11'n z-4-6 Lost 1
13
7-3 Wont
15
1-4-6 Lost 4
20'n
3-7 Lost 3

Home
46-27
41-35
36-39
34-37
36-37
33-39
32-39

Away
35-40
39-33
35-38
35-41
32-43
32 42
28-48

GB 1113 Streak
—
1-7-3 Los
9
6-4 Won
16
z-8-2 Won
20
5-5 Lost
224
4-6 Lost
25
37 Won
29
z-28 Lost

4

Home
47-26
45-29
45-30
41-34
36-39
42 33
35-38

Awey
47-27
40-33
33-39
33-39
36-37
27-45
31-45

West Division

W
94

85
78
74
72
69
66

T
C°F
ca
kas
lagn
Cailornia
tI.
Ka
Ua
n
City
/Annesota
r-denotes 1,ts1 gams was a win

Pmsourgh
New York
Montreai
Chicago
Philadelphia
Si Louis
Cinannau
Los Angeles
Fu sc0
San
San Dept)
Houston
Atlanta
2-denotes first game was a win

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday• Games
Boston 7, Baltimore 3
Cleveland 4 Milwaukee 2
Toronto 6. New York 4
Kansas City 1. Minnesota 0
Texas 10 Sean* 4
Chicago 7 Oakland 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Bollon 9-3) at Baltmore (Mesa 1-2t. 63S
6
P
INm
315auk
w pm
ee

kKrueger

I Pct
5.3 639
62 578
69 531
73 503
76 486
78 469
83 443

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
84 63 571
83 63 568
78 68 534
76 479
67 79 459
66 81 449
West Division
W L Pct
81 63 568
78 69 531
75 72 510
69 77 473
67 80 456
59 BS 401

5-8) at CWveland (Nagy 0-41

New York OA Win 4-8) at Toronto (Sten 18-61. 6 35
pm
kanus City (Gordon 11-10) at Minnesota (Enckson
5-4). 7:05 pm
Cecago (Fernandez 3-3i at Oakland (Moore 12-12)
9
Te°x5asPm
(Hough 12-10) at Seattle (Celuaa 0-0), 905
m

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Atlanta ...

OPENMc:ort
'TIE 8
9:30 til 5. Saturday

the Astros 5-0. He's won five of his last six
decisions for a 10-9 mark.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1990

GB
-

1
5
1
2
1
2

,
5.
13,
,
16,,
18

00 Streak
3-7 Lost
2-6-4 Lost
2-7-3 Won
6-4 Won
2-4-6 Won
z-4-6 Lost

5
1
3
2
1
2

Hans
43-29
51-24
43-29
36-38
35-36
33-42

Away
41-34
32-39
35-39
34-38
32-43
33.39

GB
—
5/,
Wn
14
16V,
244

110 Streak
5-5 Won
z-6-4 Won
5-5 Lost
6-4 Woo
z-5-5 Lost
1-3-7 Lost

2
1
4
3
1
3

Home
42-29
42-31
42-30
37-40
43-29
34-41

Away
41-34
16-38
33-42
32-37
24-51
25-47

Detroit (Moms 11-18) at Calitornta (Finlay 18-6), 935
m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 4 San Franosco 0
Los Angeles 5. Atlanta 2
San Diego 5 Houston 0
Only games scheduled
Tuteday's Games
San Francisco (Burkett 12-7) at Cinannati (Brown.ng
13-8). 11.35 am
Los Angeles (NeidInger 4-1) at Atlanta (Mara
4 40 p m
Montreal (Boyd 10-5) at New York (Gooden 17-61.
635 Pm
Pinsburgn (Smiley 8-9) at Chicago (Maddux 13-13),
7 05 pm
San Diego (Whitson 12-8) at Houston (Gullickson
9-121. 735 pm
Pnriadetenia (Gnmalery 1-2) at St Louis (Tewksbury
10-6). 735 pm

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W LT Pct PF PA Home Away AFC NFC Div
0 0 t000 57 31 1-0-0 1-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-0
1 0 500 33 40 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0
1 0 500 40 41 0-1-0 14-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0
1 0 500 44 46 1-0-0 0.1-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
2 0 000 24 42 0.1-0 0-1-0 0.2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0
Central
2 0 0 1 000 46 36 1-0-0 1-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
1 1 0 500 34 27 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-0-0
1 1 0 500 23 22 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0
0 1 0 COO 36 67 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0
Wool
2 0 0 1 000 31 22 1-0-0 1-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-0
1 1 0 500 33 37 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0
1 1 0 500 17 45 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0
0 2 0 030 30 38 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 2-0-0
0 2 0 000 13 34 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-1-0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W LT Pct PF PA Horne Away AFC NEC Div
2 0 0 1 000 55 27 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 24-C 2-0-0
1 1 0 500 24 42 1-1-0 04-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-1-0
1 1 0 500 23 54 0-0-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 1 -1 -0
1 1 0 500 44 26 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 1-0-0
0 2 0 030 41 50 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-24 0-2-0
Central
2 0 0 1 000 48 13 1-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0
1 1 0 500 42 52 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 ti-c 0-1,
0
1 1 0 500 49 55 1 -1 -0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 0-1-0
1 1 0 500 53 27 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0
1 1 0 500 52 56 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 1-0-0
West
2 0 0 t000 39 25 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-0 1-0-0
1 1 0 500 61 48 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0
1 1 0 500 59 50 0-0-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 0-0-0
0 2 0 000 15 45 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-1-0

khan
Buffalo
N England
NY Jets
nonpIs
Cincnnab
Cleveland
Pnsburgh
Houston
LA Raidrs
Deriver .
Kan. City
San Di1190
Seale

NYGiants
Dallas
Ph040111/1

vVashingtn
Philo

Cnicago
Donal
Green Bay
nesota
Tampa Bay
San Fran
Atlanta
LA Rams
New Orins
Sunday's Games
Detroit 21, Atlanta 14
Marro 30, Bunalo 7
Chicago 31, Green Bay 13
New York Jets 24, Cleveland 21
New England 16, Indianapolis 14
Los Angeles Rams 35, Tampa Bay
Phoenix 23, Philadet,hia 21
Cincinnati 21, San Diego 16
Ihnnesota 32, New Orleans 3
New roe Giants 28, Dallas 7
Los Angeies Raiders 17 Seattle 13
San Francisco 26, Washington 13
Pittsburgh 20, Houston 9
Monday's Game
Denver 24 Kansas City 23

14

Sunday, Sept. 23
Dalas at Washington, noon
,ndianapolis at Houston, noon
Kansas City at Green Bay, noon
tham at New York Giants. noon
kinnesota at Chicago. noon
New England at Cinonnat), noon
Phoenix at New Orleans. noon
San Diego at Cleveland noon
Atianta at San Francisco 3 pm
Phitadetthia at Los Angeies Rams, 3 pm
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles Raiders 3 pm
Sean* at Denver 3 p in
Detroit at Tansw Bay 7 p m
Monday, Sept. 24
Butter* at New York Jets 8 pr'

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

When Choosing
Your Long Distance
Carrier, Make The
Local Choice

LDD
For more
information call

(502) 444-0520
1-800-333-1608
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Scholarship established in honor of educator
Former music students at Murray
State University have decided to
give back to the school on behalf
of a former teacher who contributed so much to them, according
to a report in the Paducah Sun.
The Floyd Vincent Burt Music
Scholarship at Murray State University honors Burt, who was a
music educator in Paducah for 60
years.
Burt served as director of the
Paducah City Schools' music
department from 1930 to his retirement in 1970. He also served for
two years in the U.S. Army as a
musician and director of an Army
band.
Since his retirement, Burt has
taught privately, according to the
report.

Roger Reichmuth, acting assistant dean of MSU's College of
Fine Arts and Communication,
served as band director at Paducah
Tilghman High School from
1961-70, according to the report.
"Mr. Burt gave so much to me
when I was a young teacher, as he
did to all of the students and teachers with whom he was associated,"
Reichmuth said in a Murray press
release announcing the scholarship
fund drive.
"His abilities, dedication, commitment and energy were absolutely awe-inspiring. It is a pleasure to
be a part of honoring him in a manner that is so much in keeping with
his philosophy," he said.
The endowed scholarship will be
open to any full-time student who

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Partners are receptive to your
ideas and you'll be making plans to go
somewhere special together tonight.
A social contact proves helpful to you
in business.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You may not agree with an adviser
today, hut you're on the ball where
career interests are concerned. Feelings quicken and grow deeper in
romance.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You should avoid financial risktaking and games of chance today,
but otherwise you have the perfect
day for the enjoyment of life. You
sparkle with creative ideas.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Buying new possessions for the
home is favored . now. You'll be
clearing up a lot of loose ends today,
You could meet with a 'romantic
introduction. Creativity is a plus.
LEO
i.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Some appointments may not be
kept now, but it's an eicellent time
for getting your ideas across . to
others, You may purchase an object
of luxury.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though it's a good day for making
money, judgment may not be at its
best when it comes to spending.
• Creative work is a definite plus now,
hut watch impressionability in
romance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ZeZ5
Today's behind the scene developments benefit you financially. A home
matter remains unsettled, but things
.go your way now.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Some rumors or mici.i.nformation is
making the rounds now. A bond of
friendship grows stronger. Luck is
with you in the completion of unfinished projects.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Some unexpected expenses could
crop up now. It's a busy day for you
socially and you may teceive a travel
invitation. Behind-the-scene connections prove helpful.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Extra energy and drive allows you
to accomplish more than usual. Avoid
a too independent attitude in dealings
with higher-ups. Money prospects
improve now.
AQUARIUS "
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You're able to bring a lost cause
back to life today in business. You'll
be making plans for a pleasure trip. A
partner has an idea you should listen
to.
PISCES
)4et
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Ne'w work opportunities come
now, hut money and friendship do
not mix very well today. Partners feel
closer to each other. Domestic
changes should go smoothly.
YOU BORN TODAY often have an
interest in politics and reform. You
have leadership abilities and can
succeed in business for yourself.
Though a good .moneymaker, you
may be happier in the arts and
professions than in business. You're a
person meant to do his or her own
thing. Do not let the need for financial
success cause you not to take a
chance on your own individuality.
flirthdate of: ('ass Elliot, singer;
William Golding, writer; and Twiggy,
model.

de
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Celebrating an American tradition

is pursuing or who plans to pursue
a music degree at Murray. Preference will be given to those in the
Murray State University Orchestra,
the report said.
Contributions should be made
payable to the MSU Foundation/
Floyd V. )3urt Music Scholarship
Fund. They can be sent to the MSU
Foundation, University Station,
Murray, Ky., 42071. More information can be obtained by phoning
Reichmuth at 762-4669.
Frances Beard and John Houston
are go-chairmen of the steering
committee. Beard can be reached at
442-3076 and Houston can be
reached at 442-3775.
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A Paducah man has pleaded
innocent to charges that he tried to
murder a Graves County man early
Sunday morning, according to a
report in the Paducah Sun.
Roy W. Abbott, 34, of 2435 S.
25th Street, Apt. 6, entered a not
guilty plea in McCracken County
District Court Monday to charges
of attempted murder and first
degree wanton endangerment, the
report said.
Abbott was charged in connection with the shooting of Harlan
Dewayne Parrish, 26, of Symsonia,
who was listed Monday in stable
condition at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah.
Police said Abbott reportedly
shot Parrish in the back with a .22
caliber rifle as Parrish and his exwife, Rhonda Duncan, 26, of
Calvert City, were loading fishing
equipment into her vehicle on the
riverbank near Northview Street
around 12:45 a.m. Sunday.
Abbott reportedly fired his rifle
at Duncan as she fled by jumping
into the river and swimming a short
distance, the report said. Abbott
was arrested shortly after Duncan
called the police, according to the
report.

Mayfield City Council
approves same tax rate
The Mayfield City Council, during a special meeting Monday,
approved the second reading of a
property-tax rate of .3730 per $100
assessed valuation, according to a
report in the Paducah Sun.
The rate for the 1990-91 fiscal
year means the tax rate will remain
unchanged for city residents, the
report said.

The Empire Farm Apple Festival at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes(LBL) will
celebrate the apple's prominent role in American tradition Saturday, Oct. 6, at Empire Farm. The festival
will include an apple goods contest, a variety of family games, bluegrass music and storytelling. There will
also be apple butter and applesauce making demonstrations, a working apple cider press, a moonshine
demonstration, wagon rides and food concessions. The festival will be from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. For more
information telephone (502) 924-5602 ext. 238.
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Planning a "fast break" for
breakfast? Take time to make it a
healthy one.
It's just as easy to pick up a low fat bagel these days as a donut, and
the long-term consequences could
be better for your health, according
to Lori Croch, RD president of the
American Heart Association, Calloway County affiliate. "What you
eat for breakfast truly does start
your day, and it can impact your
performance all day," Croch said.
"And, as with any meal, if you
trim the fat and cut the cholesterol,
you will reduce your risk of developing heart disease."
During its annual Food Festival
week, September 23-29, the American Heart Association offers tips
for getting the day off to a hearthealthy start, no matter what time
that "day" begins. Locally the Food
Festival will be held of Wed. Sept.
26th from 2-6 p.m. at Kroger,
Owen's & Piggly Wiggly.
A high blood cholesterol level
has been linked to development of
atherosclerosis, a narrowing of the
arteries that can lead to heart
attack. Cholesterol is a fatty substance found in animal products
including meat, poultry, fish, egg
yolks, whole milk, cream, cheese,
butter and other whole dairy
products.
You see many of these foods on
traditional breakfast plates. A

healthy start to a better breakfast
might begin with trading in that
breakfast platter of bacon and eggs
for a breakfast bowl filled with
cereal, fruit and skimmed milk.
Low-fat muffins, high fiber
breads, fruit juices and non-fat or
low-fat yogurt can provide countless variations to eliminate a "boring breakfast."
If the same old bran and oats are
getting boring, try mixing two or
more varieties of cereals together
top your cereals with skimmed
milk and your favorite fruit, or mix
them with yogurt.
An alternative to bananas as a
topping is bananas as the base:
broil bananas that have been sliced
lengthwise until they are bubbling
and brown, place them in the bottom of the cereal bowl and top with
hot cereal.
Plain non-fat or low-fat yogurt
can also be mixed with vanilla
extract, cinnamon and fresh fruit
slices. Do you find breakfast foods
unappealing altogether? Rewrite
your menu. Try a healthful baked
potato breakfast or a low-fat turkey
sandwich. Remember to avoid butter and cheese that are high in fat.
Top the potato with plain yogurt;
use mustard instead of mayonnaise
on the sandwich.
Breakfast on the run? Don't
reach for a high fat donut or croissant. Wrap that paper napkin

around whole wheat toast with a
dab of margarine or a healthful
bakery item, such as a plain bagel.
Some people deal with the fat
issue by skipping breakfast entirely, thinking they will save calories.
"This solution may not be in the
best interest of your body — and
your work day," said Crouch.
"Breakfast is probably, the most
important meal of the day — and it
can be nutritious and delicious."
For more information about
heart-healthful nutrition and the
American Heart Association's Food
Festival, contact Lori Crouch at
759-4750.

And

Pvt. 1st Class Jeffrey A. Clendenen has completed training at the
U.S. Army Infantry School, Fort
Benning, Columbus, Ga.
During the course, students
received training which qualified
them as light-weapons infantrymen
and as indirect-fire crewmen in a
rifle or mortar squad.
Instruction included weapons
qualifications, tactics, patrolling,
land mine warfare, field communications and combat operations.
He is the son of William Z.
Clendenen and Wanda J. Garland,
both of Murray.

SAVE!

God, this is a lonely place!

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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a.m.. a Sunday school class at 9:30
a.m.,or Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays
at 6 p.m. It's for people of all ages. It's
fun! It's dinner sometimes! It's exciting
programs. It's companionship. You'll
have a ball at 4 or 84.
It's only as lonely as you let it be.
Come join us!
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For a good start, stop for breakfast

NOW'S THE TIME TO SAY YES!

If it seems that way to you, maybe
you haven't really mentioned it to Him.
Try the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) next Sunday. It could change
your entire point of view.
We have all sort of things going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice, friendly people. Try
Sunday Morning Services at 10:45
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Accident
Statistics

OBITUARIES
Orville Fulcher
Services for Orville Fulcher are
today at I .p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Jerry Bradford is officiating with Diane Henley as pianist.
Pallbearers are David Runyon,
David Holland, Roger Runyon,
Tim Fulcher, Michael Runyon, Jerry Runyon, Krista Fulcher and
Melonie Williams.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery with military rites at the
gravesite.
Mr. Fulcher, 93, Murray, died

Mrs. Annie Pea

Saturday at 11:20 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Marjorie Cunningham, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Burlin (Juanita)
Woods, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Jackson, Las Vegas, Nev., and Mrs.
Gene (Ethel) Banks, East Alton,
Ill.; three sons, Vernon Fulcher,
Granite City, Ill., Joe Fulcher,
Bethalto, Ill., and James Fulcher,
Woodriver, Ill.; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Collice Scruggs
Final rites for Collice Scruggs
were Moday at 3 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
The Rev. Dan Leslie officiated
with Mrs. Oneida White as pianist. ,
Pallbearers were Bill Scruggs,
Tim Scruggs, Jimmy Edwards,
J.W. Jones, John Rose and Gary
Herndon.

Burial was in Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Scruggs, 89, of 600 Vine St.,
Murray, died Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Beatrice Smith Scruggs; one sister,
Mrs. Goldie Edwards and husband,
Ralph, Hazel; one brother, Tom
Scruggs and wife, Nell, Murray.

Susan Elizabeth Posey
Private services for Miss Susan
Elizabeth Posey will be conducted
by the Rev. Nowell Bingham. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call froM 1 to 4
p.m. today (Tuesday) at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities training center for the

handicapped), 702 Main St.,
Murray.
Miss Posey, 16, died Saturday at
6 p.m. at her home, 1520 Canterbury Dr., Murray.
She is survived by her parents,
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Blake Posey,
and one brother, John B. Posey,
Murray; grandmothers, Mrs. Thomas B. Posey and Mrs. R.W. Mattingly, Owensboro; several aunts
and uncles.

First National Guardsmen
leave for Middle East
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Nine
National Guardsmen, the first from
Kentucky, have left for the Middle
East after three weeks of intensive
training to prepare them for desert
life.
Members of the 137th Transportation Detachment departed Standiford Field at 10:45 p.m. EDT Sunday for the 20-hour flight to Saudi

Arabia.
"Lawdy, lawdy, next stop Saudi," said Staff Sgt. Phillip Russell
as he and the rest of the contingent
waited at the airport.
The monotony was broken by
the appearance of retired Marine
Cap Lt. Col. Oliver North, who
was in Louisville to speak to the
Fraternal Order of Police.

Two to share money in nation's
second-largest lottery prize
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
One lucky player trembled so much
when she heard she won a share of
a $106.5 million Lotto jackpot that
she dropped her ticket. Another ran
,outside in her bathrobe, screaming
-We're rich! We're rich!"
Two winning ticket holders in
the nation's second-richest lottery
thawing came forward Monday.
Both planned to share the wealth
with family members — one group
having 'gone so far as to create a
legal partnership in case they won.
Six winning tickets were sold for
SI each. Each is now worth
$887,500 a year, before taxes, for
20 years.
Kathy Smith of Longwood said
when she realized Sunday morning
she had a ticket -with all six numbers, "I shook so bad I dropped the
ticket." She said she picked the
winning
numbers
—
5-6-21-34-35-45 — it random.
She will get one-fourth of the
$17.75 million individual winner's

share, with her brother and mother
receiving equal cuts and seven
others splitting the final 25 percent.
Her brother, Chuck, a Tampa
accountant, came up with the partnership idea and he and the others
— mainly relatives — entered into
the formal agreement last week.
Together the group bought 50
tickets.
The other winner to come forward was Richard J. Piasecki, a
retired auto worker originally from
Kenosha, Wis.
"We told our landlady and then
she wanted to feel it and she
started rubbing it and I grabbed it
out of her hands," Piasecki said
laughing. "She said she wanted to
rub it for luck."
He said he's sharing his CUE with
his two children. His daughter,
Mary Jo Bednarski, met her husband with the news by running into
the driveway of their Wisconsin
home in her bathrobe yelling
"We're rich! We're rich!"

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"My center is giving way, my right
is pushed back, situation excellent, I
am attacking."
— Marshal Foch.
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Today's slam was played in the
European Mixed Team Championships earlier this year. To fully appreciate the play of Polish declarer
L. Raczynska, see if you can make
12 tricks with all four hands
exposed.
West's diamond jack was ducked
to South's queen, and trumps were
drawn. The club king and ace were
cashed, and the club jack was allowed to ride when East refused to
cover. What was South's next
move?
Raczynska attacked in her weak
suit. She led a low diamond away
from the king in dummy. What
could East do? If East took his ace,
that would be the last trick for the
defense. And if East ducked, West
would win the 10 but suffer an endplay. Down to only her hearts, West
would have to lead into South's A-Q
to surrender the slam-going tricks.
What about the plays in the club
suit? Raczynska did well not to ruff
the fourth club. Had she done so,
West would have unloaded her diamond 10. And if East had covered
the club jack? It would not have
mattered. South would have ruffed
and led a low diamond, taking full
advantage of the block in that suit.
(If West won, she would be endplayed as before; and if East overtook, dummy would then be high

BOBBY WOLFF

Funeral rites for Mrs. Annie E.
Pea are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. John Hoover is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Dana Lynn Pea,
Jeff Allan Thompson, John
O'Bryan, Eddy Black, Shane Black
and James Bostic. Burial will follow in Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Mrs. Pea, 69, Rt. 1, Farmington,
died Sunday at 5:45 a.m. at her
home.
She is survived by her husband,
L.G. Pea; two sons, Larry G. Pea
and wife, Shelia, Rt. 2, Murray,
and Ronnie Lynn Pea and wife,
Shelia, Rt. 1, Farmington; two sisters, Mrs. Ellen Bostic, Pryorsburg,
and Mrs. Nell Mevis, Mappanee,
Ind.; three grandchildren, Larry Joe
Pea, Dana Lynn Pea and Jeffrey
Allan Thompson.

Graham Bibb
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The funeral for Graham Bibb
will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Julian Warren
and the Rev. Don Faulkner will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Goshen
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Bibb, 81, Rt. 2, Murray,
died Sunday at 4:45 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Henrietta McKeel Bibb; one
daughter, Mrs. Betty Jo Menser
and husband, J.D., Paducah; five
grandchildren, Steven Arnett, Stan
Arnett, Mrs. Sandy Culp, Mrs.
Teresa Harrison and James Bibb;
three great-grandchildren, Joey
Arnett, Chad Culp and Kim Culp.

Evansville hotel
up for sale'
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
The owner of the Evansville
Executive Inn and the Convention
Center said Monday he was interested in selling the properties, but
he wouldn't say for how much.
The 500-room hotel and convention center is the Evansville area's
largest such facility and hosts much
of the community's convention
business.
Owner Bob Green said he wants
to sell to pay mortgage debts. He
said he took mortgages on the hotel
and another he owns in Owensboro, Ky., to cover more than.S30 million in losses suffered by his Green
Coal Co. in the early 1980s.
Green said the coal business has
recovered nicely and is again profitable, but he doesn't want to
leave his children a large mortgage
debt. He would not give specify
how large the debt was.
"If I was only 40 or 50, I would
be going at it," said Green, 79, a
former . high . s.choo1 „bakett14.1.1..._
coach.
Green said he wasn't interested
in selling his hotels in Owensboro,
Ky., or Vincennes, Ind., but he
may sell some of his other investments, including an interest in a
radio station.
Roger Kumar, the former owner
of Ellis Park thoroughbred race
track across the Ohio River in Henderson, Ky., said a friend had
asked him to consider purchasing
the Evansville hotel and convention
center. Kumar, in a telephone interview from Tampa, Fla., declined to
say if he would be interested in
buying it.

Lawyers hinting
at possible jail
term for Barry

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prosecutors are hinting they may seek a
jail term for Mayor Marion Barry
on his cocaine possession convicVulnerable: North-South
tion, but they say he won't be
Dealer: South
retried on a dozen charges that
The bidding:
deadlocked a federal jury.
North East
South West
U.S. Attorney Jay B. Stephens
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All pass announced Monday that Barry
would not be retried on the 12
Opening lead: Diamond jack
charges, including one involving an
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ing crack cocaine.
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Accidents in the nation by class of accident and severity of injury occurred
at the following rates in 1988:
Class of
Accident

Severity

One
Every...

South

1 NT

2V
ANSWER: Three hearts. A jump to
four is a reasonable gamble, but it's
more prudent to invite game rather
than punish partner for a possible
light opening
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12343. Dallas, Texas 7$825. with self-addramed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 111110 United Feature Syndicate

No. per
Day

No. per
Week

Total
1988

All accidents

Deaths
Injuries

5 minutes
3 seconds

11
1,040

263
24.900

1,830
175,000

96,000
9,100.000

Motor-vehicle

Deaths
Injuries

11 minutes
18 seconds

6
210

134
4,900

940
34,600

49,000
1,800,000

Work

Deaths
Injuries

50 minutes
18 seconds

210

29
4,900

200
34.600

10,600
1,800,000

Workers off-job

Deaths
Injuries

14 minutes
11 seconds

4
320

102
7,700

720
53,800

37,300
2,800,000

Home

Deaths
Injuries

23 minutes
9 seconds

3
390

61
9,300

430
65,400

22.500
3400,000

Public nonmotor-vehicle

Deaths
Injuries

29 minutes
14 seconds

2
260

49
6 300

350
44 200

113,000
2 300 00(1

Source:

Medical Services Week proclaimed
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has proclaimed Sept. 16-22 Emergency
Medical Services Week in
Kentucky.
The emergency room staff and
physicians at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the MCCH
Ambulance Service continually
strive to provide the best emergency medical care for people in..our

area. These highly trained individuals hope that during Medical
Emergency Services Week, citizens
will take time to remember that
emergency room-treated injuries
can be prevented by practicing
safety first.
Remember, statistics show that
accidental deaths on the highways
can be prevented by :

• Wearing seat belts in vehicles.
• Reducing speed on the
highway.
• Practicing defensive driving.
• Not drinking and driving.
• Wearing reflective clothing
when jogging or bicycling.
• Keeping children in a child
restraint device.

Marijuana Strike Force announces totals
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
members of the Governor's Marijuana Strike Force are still on the
job, harvesting Kentucky's illegal
cash crop. As the days of summer
dwindle down, the number of
plants brought in keeps going up.
As of today, 421,389 plants have
been destroyed in Kentucky since
Jan. 2, 1990. 147 people have been
arrested.
"Even the marijuana growers
must be getting the message," said
Strike Force Director Gary Faulkner. "Cooperation means bigger
harvests. Our team approach is
paying off."
Faulkner also cited the increased
number of arrests.
"Our Strike Force is doing more
than just cutting down marijuana
plants. It's also putting growers out
of business and behind bars."
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson created
the Strike Force earlier this year.

Six Murrayans
reported injured
to two-car accident
A two-car accident Sunday near
Fulton injured six Murray residents, according to reports.
EueI Burkeen, 69, along
'Amy Burkeen, 5, and Steven Burkeen, 8, all of Murray, were listed
in stable condition Tuesday in
Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton after the car he was driving was
reportedly struck head on by
another vehicle, according to a
report from a family member.
A another passenger in the vehicle, Jean Burkeen, 58, of Murray,
was listed in stable condition at
Mayfield Community Hospital and
another passenger in the car, Geneva Wright, a)so of Murray, was
taken to Loufdes Hospital in Paducah where she remains in the intensive care unit, according to reports.
Euel Burkeen was travelling
along the East State Line Road
approximately 4 miles west of Fulton around 5:20 p.m. when he
topped a hill and meet a car on his
side of the road driven by Christy
Page, also of Murray, who was
attempting to pass another vehicle,
according to a report from the
family.
Page was treated at Parkway
Regional Hospital and later transferred to Union City Baptist Hospital, were she is listed in stable condition, according to hospital
officials.
The accident was worked by
Kentucky State Police trooper Greg
Wilson but no news release of the
accident was filed, according to
police.

Members include the Kentucky
Attorney General's office; U.S..
Attorney, Eastern and Western Districts; Civil Air Patrol; U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration; Federal Bureau of Investigation; U.S.
Forest Service; Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife; Kentucky State Police;
Kentucky National Guard; Kentucky Water Patrol; Kentucky
Sheriff's Association; and the Governor's Office for a Drug-Free
Kentucky.
The next report is scheduled for
Friday, Sept. 28.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
*l have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
*I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.
"Free kelp in filing ciainu for my clients"

The following are totals in the
Purchase Area Development District.which includes Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves.
Hickman, Marshall and McCracken
counties:
There were 314 plants destroyed
and two arrest reported in the
Purchase Area Development
District.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

McCracken Co.
Grand Jury indicts
Paducahan Monday
on murder charge
The McCracken County Grand
Jury has indicted Warren Lee Carruthers on a charge of murder just
four days after his arrest, according
to a report in the Paducah Sun.
The indictment was one of seven
returned by the jury Monday,
according to the report.
Carruthers, 28, was arrested and
charged in connection with the
June 12 stabbing death of Maxine
59, Of ThOrnas"Jefferson
Place in Paducah. Anderson was
Carruthers' next door neighbor,
according to the report.
Carruthers is set for arraignment
Friday and is being held without
bond, the report said.
Anderson was found by a family
member in her apartment about 9
p.m., police said. A large kitchen
knife was recovered at the scene,
according to the report.
An autopsy revealed that she
died from a massive loss of blood
as the result of more than 24 stab
injuries to her face, neck, abdomen
and chest, according to the report.
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While we speak!

Preston Barrett
He was a partner, then owner
of Barrett's Service Center for
30 years. Let his mechanical
knowledge help you select a new or better used car
or truck.
641 South

753-2617
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7
8
9
10

1 Comedian
Hope
2 Audience
3 Classify
4 Buys back
5 Spanish
article

3

4

12

5

6

7

Illuminated
Roman road
Gave up
Fuss
Type of
Cross

11 River in
Germany

8

9

13

10

11

14

1
5

16

17

:pp19

20

18
21

25

24

I
i
• 29
i
'
11

Mr 30

h31

31

11

i
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35

39

1 5Q

36

44
47

51

45

52

61

62

28

42
46

49

53
58

27

37
01

48

57

26
32

40

43

By Abigail

Answer to Previous Puzzle

43 Secret
meeting
45 Surfeit
47 Amer Red
Cross
49 Uninteresting
50 Pens for
horses
54 Kind of fool
race
57 Exist
58 Food from
heaven
60 Be in debt
61 Soft food
62 Gastropod
mollusk
63 Damp

54
59

55
I
60

56

16 Insect eggs
18 Newspaptr
paragraph
20 Ginger
cookies
22 Publish
23 More unusual
24 '— Along
the Mohawk"
26 Three-toed
sloths
27 Smallest
amount
28 Marsh bird
31 Walk on
34 Declare
36 Ingenuous
naive
39 Former
Russian ruler
41 Irritate
44 English
streetcars
46 Permit
48 Sect
50 Tooth crown
51 Anglo-Saxon
money
52 Corded cloth
53 Nahoor
sheep
55 Solemn
wonder
56 Still
59 Nickel
symbol

63

I 50 WHEN WE GET TO FORT
ZN[.'ERNEUF, WE'LL HAVE TO
6I\ E A REPORT ON WHAT WE
SAW WHILE ON PATROL..

Van Buren
NOTICE OF
BOND SALE
The County Clerk
of Calloway County,
Kentucky, will until
10:00 A.M., C.S.T.,
on September 27,
1990, receive at her
Office at the Courthouse in Murray,
day, however, there are those
Kentucky 42071, seawho still insist that Ronald Realed competitive bids
gan dyed his hair.
for $1,350,000 of the
So, dear lady, in conclusion,
County's
School
please reread paragraph No. I of
Building
Revenue
my reply, and have a good day!
Bonds, Series of
1990, dated October
1, 1990, maturing as
to principal in varying
DEAR ABBY: Many years ago —
amounts on April 1,
but please don't ask me how many —
1991 and on October
you.printed a wonderful piece about
1 in each of the years
the benefits of hugging. I have car1991 through 2009;
ried it in my wallet, but it's falling
subject to redemption
apart.
prior to their stated
Will you please print it again? If
maturities on October
you do. I'm going to have it lami1, 2000.
nated. Keep up the good work,Abby.
Bids must be on
I love you.
Official
Bid Form
VINCENT J. FARINA,
contained in the PreliORMAND BEACH,FLA.
minary Official Statement
deemed final
DEAR VINCENT: I love you,
under
SEC
Rule
too. And here it is:
15c2-12(11)(1) availHUGGING — THE PERFECT
able from J.J.B. HillCURE FOR WHAT AILS YOU
iard, W.L. Lyons,
No movable parts
Inc., Hilliard-Lyons
No batteries to wear out
Center, P.O. Box
No periodic checkups
,
32760,
Louisville,
Low energy consumption
Kentucky
40232High energy yield
2760.
Inflation-proof
Sale on tax-exempt
No monthly payments
basis, subject to qualNo insurance requirements
ified approving legal
Theft-proof
opinion of Henry M.
Non-taxable
Reed
III, Bond
Non-polluting
Counsel, Louisville,
And, of course, fully returnKentucky; who conable.
siders the Bonds as
"qualified tax-exempt
Hugging is healthy
obligations"
within
It relieves tension
the meaning of SecCombats depression
tion 265 (b)(3)of the
Reduces stress
Internal
Revenue
Improves blood circulation
Code which financial
It's invigorating
institutions may treat
It's rejuvenating
as acquired before
It elevates self-esteem
August 8, 1986.
It generates goodwill
Right to reject bids,
It has no unpleasant side efwaive informality or
fects
adjust
principal
It is nothing less than a miramount awarded reacle drug.
served.
County Of
SLTBMITTED
Calloway, Kentucky
BY EILEEN PERRY,
By s/ Mrs. Teresa
DELAVAN,ILL.
Rushing
County Clerk

Woman's Genes
But Friends Won'
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure other
women have had this problem, but I
don't happen to know any. I do not
have any gray hair in my head, and
I am 80 years old.
It wouldn't be a problem except
for the fact that nobody believes me.
I mention it only when I am asked,
but when I tell people I have never
dyed my hair, they think I'm lying.
I don't have a regular hairdresser
and I go to the beauty parlor only
once a year for a permanent. Abby,
how can I prove that I am not a liar?
NO LIAR
DEAR NO LIAR: Don't waste
your energy trying to prove you
are not a liar.The burden of proof
is on the accuser.
Whether one's hair turns gray
or not is primarily a matter of
genetics. Most Latins, American
Indians and some strains ofIrish
do not"gray" until old age — and
some never do.
At one point during the Reagan years, in order to confirm
whether or not Ronald Reagan
dyed his hair, a reporter for one
of those gossipy newspapers
(sold primarily in supermarkets)
managed to acquire some of Mr.
Reagan's hair from the barbershop following a haircut. The
reporter took the hair clippings
to a laboratory to be analyzed.
The results? Not a trace of hair
coloring could be found! To this

NO, WE WON'T TELL THEM
THAT WE WERE FOLLOWED
BY A BEACH BALL..

?

TIAAT

600ci!
What
is it?

PAY

QUEGTIONI

Want your phone to ring? Get Abby's
booklet"How to Be Popular" — for people
of all ages.To order,send a long,businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet. P.O.
Box 447,Mount Morris,111.61054.1Postage
is included.)

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE

/ TRACTOR-TRAILER
DOT CERTIFICATION

Rappelling class
to be held at MSU

GARFIELD
NAIT

S COLI2.11 CAN HARDLY
To TRY 01)1 MY NEW

WHERE'I2 THEY (SO?!

ELECTRIC SOCKS!

STOP TAIL&ATING
ME, CPL. YO
YOU MAKE ME
NERVOUS!

I'M
STUDYING
YOU SO I

CAN GET TO
THE TOP

THEN FOLLOW
LT. FUZZ AROUND.
HE S THE EXPERT
ON THAT!

NOTHING LIKE A HOT SOCK OF
COFFEE IN THE MORNING-Mbil,...0121
E

OKAY, WHATEVER FUZZ
LEARNS, I LEARN IT

NEXT

elkdl
<4

it)IP

Beginners will have an opportunity_ to learn about rappelling and
then take the plunge — so to speak
— at Murray State University on
Thursday, Sept. 20.
Two representatives pf the
Department of Military Science
will teach the basic skills and
supervise a rappelling exercise
from a 30-foot tower at 3:30 p.m.
on the football practice field west
of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Capt. Dan Frisk and Master Sgt.
John Carter said MSU students and
others interested in learning to rappel may participate. Spectators are
also welcome.
Rappelling is taught to ROTC
cadets at Murray State each semester. The technique is used as a confidence builder, as well as training
for rugged terrain and air assault
operations by helicopter.

THE 0440FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
THE AtR CONDITIONER IN
MY OFFICE BROKE

PSYCHIC & Astrology
readings by Mrs Gables.
She can tell you past, present and future. Answers all
questions and gives advice
on all problems of life. By
appointment only
247-9671
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
$314.86 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Lilo Closed End Lease

1990 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The medicare catastrophic Coverage Act has
been repealed. Your need
has never been greater for a
corn prehensive
Medicare
Supplement plan. Deductibles. co-insurance and "nonapproved"

charges

can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
A deductible you, or
your tnsurancc, must pay
has been increased to $592
in 1990.
For more information
call:

McConnell

Insurance Agency
753-4199
'our 2101', year of service

Help
Wanted
BOOKKEEPER wanted
Tuesday through Saturday
8 hours a day Send re
sume to PO Box 1040P
Murray, Ky 42071
CHOIR DIRECTOR - position available immediately.
Call First Presbyterian
Church Murray for details.
753-6460
CHRISTMAS Around The
World. No delivery. No collecting. Free kit. Free supplies. Free training No investment. Also booking
parties. 753-1087.
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring
all positions. Both skilled and
unskilled. For information
call 1-800-442-5507 Ext.
J-I386
DIESEL mechanics. MAJOR TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY is now accepting applications for journeymen, diesel mechanics.
(1)Applicants must be - in
excellent physical condition
and able to pass extensive
physical exam and drug
test, (2)applicants must
possess ample skills to operate tractor and trailer in a
safe manner. If you meet
these qualifications we
would like to talk to you
Please
call
1-800-626-1827 Mon-Fri
9am-4.30pm ESP. Ask for
Bill. This is a career opportunity with above average
pay and excellent benefits
EOE.

1-800-3341203

DRIVERS MAJOR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY is
IF you are interested in now accepting applications
buying Avon products call from qualified over the road
company drivers. If you have
Lisa, 762-4786
a minimum 2 years over the
road experience and; (1)had
no moving violations over the
past 3 years (2)no convictions
of DUI or DWI (3)no chargable accidents over the past 3
years (4)have a minimum of 1
year chemical hauling and
tanker operation experience.
If you meet or exceed these
qualifications we would like
to talk to you. Please call
1-800-626-1827 Mon-Fri
9am-4:30prn ESP. Ask for
Bill. This is a career opportunity with above average pay
614 S. 4th St.
and excellent benefits. EOE.
753-0632
DRIVERS wanted, retired,
ok. Good driving record, 21
years old, will be out of town
for extended periods of
time on occasion (5-6
By GARY LARSON
days). Mechanical knowledge a plus Send application to: PO Box 1040R Mur
ray, Ky 42071

MAJOR
MEDICAL
INSURANCE

FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

ML.JS" BE 90
DEGREES IN
THERE!

"OK,this time Rex and Zeke will be the wolves,
Muffin will be the coyotes, and ... Listen!...

Here comes the deir!"

FOOD Service Workers
Murray State University is
now hiring part-time, temporary, on-call food service
workers to work on an asneeded basis in the catering area Prior food service
experience is required Salary $5 per hour Apply at
Personnel Services, 4th
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University EOE/
MFVH.
HELP Wanted - Start right
away Assistant to finance
manager
Must have good work history. Good with figures? Do
light typing? Apply in person Mon-Fri, 9am-3pm
Will train right person. Must
have own transportation
See Joe Anderson at
Shady Hills Resort

RICHARC
pentry an,
era] cont
remodelin
laying,
502 - 2
502-2474

ANTIQUE
collection!
after 5pm

BUYING.
battery, s.
per and
Recycling

CASH for
les and t.
move. 52

WANT to
LP with th
Running'
Bam-3pm

WE buy
$2 25 per
Battery. 5

HOUSEKEEPER - Seeking
honest, dependable and
hard working lady for permanent position, 2 days a
week Applicant should
have own transportation
and be willing to supply
up-to-date references
Contact 753-0428.

WOULD
paper sho
474-2327

IMMEDIATE openings for
ladies to earn extra Christmas money. Part-time or
full-time, for interviews
send name and phone
number to PO Box 252,
Murray, Ky 42071

AVOCAD
stove, g
$135, lull!
board, $4(
nitor, $25;
slim girls jE
SiZR 6 slim
$7 759-1;

INVESTIGATORS - Mortgage seeks individuals with
good communication skills.
Excellent salary. Call
1-800-421-2762.

KAYPRO
Epson Pr.
atter 5pm,

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future'?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P.A
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a m
OUR busy orthodontic office is searching for a
bright, energetic, person
preferably with chair side
experience We offer a
challenging career opportunity in a team oriented
environment, where our
employees are truly appreciated for their involvement
and talent Please send resume to: PO Box 1040M,
Murray, Ky 42071
OUTSIDE sales calling on
contractors in Hopkinsville
and surrounding areas. Experience in cabinets, mill
work, lumber, and building
materials a must. Must be
self starter, energetic, and
highly motivated. Excellent
career opportunity. Includes draw on commissions, mileage, vacation,
health/life insurance, and
profit sharing Send resume to: 706 W. 15th St
Hopkinsville, Ky 42240
Attn: Charles
PART-TIME help morning,
week-days, and weekends
753-4029 at night
ROUTE Delivery due to expansion. Pepsi Cola has
opportunities for local route
delivery. Earning potential
of $20,000 per year and a
good benefit package, in a
growth oriented industry
with opportunity for advancement. To apply come
to Murray Job Service Office on Wed, Sept 19 and
Thurs., Sept 20, 9am-3pm
TACO Johns is accepting
applications for assistant
manager trainees Starting
pay $5-$7 per hour Apply
between 2-4pm

MURRAY
ihg lawn r
year, Hon
bench 7
5pm

[
11EIA-F
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THE Courier Journal has
an immediate opening in
Murray for one of its paper
routes_ Must have a cash
bond. Reliable transportation If interested call
4 4 2 - 2 30 1
or
1-800-866-2211, between
the hours of 10am and
6pm.

ESTABLISHED insurance
has full-time
Secretary/Receptionist
position available Must be
proficient in typing and all TRUCK driver trainees no
communication skills
experience'? Want to drive
Computer experience help- a truck? Call J W collect
ful but not required for em- (901)247-3288.
ployment. Send resume
UP to $15 hour processing
and references to P.O. Box
mail weekly check guaran104, Murray, KY 42071.
teed. Free details. Write.
EXCELLENT INCOME' SD, 12610 Central, WUITE
Easy work! Assemble 255-TKY Chino, Ca 91710
simple products at home
WORK AT HOME and earn
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
up to $334 per week mak24 hours
ing simple crafts No experEXPERIENCED agents ience needed, start right
needed Prudential is ex- away Send self addressed
panding its agency force! stamped envelope to
We we looking for success- Craftways. P0 Box 216,
ful multi-line agents! Ex- Edgewood, Md. 21040
ceptional pay plan and
hinge benefits round out
Situation
the largest portfolio in the
Wanted
industry! Join the other professionals who have joined CHILD care in my home
the rockl For a confidential between Murray and
interview contact Rick Mar- Hardin Mon -Sat Trust
tin. District Manager worthy and dependable
1-800-264-0950 or Have references
1-502-442-7950 EOE MIF 753-3869

agency

Fifi and

EASY Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at
home Call for information
504-641-8003 Ext 8047

If
Insu
Med
Hon
111
com
pos:
deli
your
poll(
free
Say
whe
hayl
J1

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
090

Home
Furnishings

RICHARD Rowland's Carpentry and Masonry. General contractor building and
remodeling, brick and block
laying, concrete work
502 - 24 7 - 694 7,
502-247-6381.

THREE pc. white wicker
girls bedroom suite, includes dresser, daybed,
nite stand 2 wing back
chairs, rust and cream Islo
motorcycle. 753-2252 or
435-4426.

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

300

240

160
Situation
Wanted

WOOD bunk bed, $75. Call
753-7295 after 5pm.
1nn

Misteilaneou•

Business
Rentals

TOP
SOIL

COMMERCIAL/office
space available on court
square $200 per month
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

Ideal for plant beds,
gardens and yards.
Rich, sandy, loam
soil.

759-1828
753-2446

Farm
Equipment

SMALL shop on 641 North
Very neatly decorated,
equipped for beauty shop.
but has limitless possibilities Ample parking for any
small business Coleman
RE 753-9898

FABRIC*FABRICTABRIC
BARGAINS to numerous to
BUYING aluminum cans,
mention See you at Coun320
battery, scrap metal, coptry Remnants. Hwy 68-641
Apartments
per and junk cars. KGA
Draffenville, Ky. (next to
For Rent
CASE 5800 backhoe, perRecycling, 753-4741.
Bonanza, Marshall Co.)
fect condition, 2800 hours,
10am-5pm
1BR
Mon-Sat.
apartment
near down
CASH for mobile home ax- good tires. $19,000
town 753-4109
les and tires. We will re- 753-2905.
GLS 808 satellite dish,
move. 527-2061
1983. Complete system 2BR, 2 bath duplex. 1007
STRAW for sale, 8300 JD
Northwood, appliances
WANT to buy Tom Jones wheat drill, tractor loader $850. 901-247-5567.
furnished. Available Oct. 1,
LP with the song "Keep On 435-4301
LARGE,large, large, selec$475 753-2905.
Running Call 753-1916
tion of larger size storage
8am-3pm and ask for Greg.
buildings in stock, ready for 2BR, 2 bath duplex Ap200
immediate delivery. For pliances furnished 1010
Sports
WE buy junk batteries
sale or rent-to-own, some Northwood Available Oct
Equipment
$2 25 per unit. Marshall Co.
restrictions. Acree Portable 1, $450 753-2905
Battery. 527-7122
MCGREGOR Synchrolite Buildings, Mayfield, Ky. NEW, 2br, 2
bath duplex.
WOULD like to buy old Pro-line clubs. 2-PW, iron 247-7831.
1412 Michelle Dr Appaper shotgun shell boxes covers, spalding golf bag
REFRIGEATOR dolly, $75; pliances furnished. Avail474-2327 after 5pm
All bought new this sum- 8 folding chairs, $40 able Oct 1, $475.
times
7-8
Used
mer.
759-4085
753-2905.
437-4822
150
PSC Lazer Magnum com- SLABS and sawdust SHARP 2br duplex with
658-3477
Articles
central heat/air, Westwood
pound bow, 31' pull 70Ib
For Sale
fully loaded. Like new 87 TOBACCO sticks, table Discounted rent, $340
753-8734
AVOCADO 30in. cook model, $250. Call after lamp, half bed 753-2327.
stove, good condition, 5pm, 753-0834.
WATKINS PRODUCTS
340
$135; full size wicker headsince 1868. Watkins vanHouses
210
board, $40; F.P. baby moilla, pepper, cinnamon, exFor Rent
nitor, $25; like new size 6
tracts, spices, kitchen seaFirewood
slim girls jean,$12, like new
sonings. Linoments, 2BR, all electric, house in
Size 6 slim girls white jean,
FIREWOOD for sale Also salves, laundry and home Panorama Shores Kitchen
$7. 759-1293, after 5pm
tree service 436-2562, care products. Call Lyle with stove, refrigerator, and
dishwasher; great room
Spencer 502-354-8117.
KAYPRO II computer and 436-2758
with wood-burning fireEpson Printer $300 Call A
FIREWOOD for sale
place insert; 1 bathroom;
after 5pm, 753-8602
437-4667
screened in porch; and
250
large deck. Washer/dryer
MURRAY 12hp 38 cut ridBusiness
hookup available. $250 per
ing lawn mower, new this
Services
240
month with $250 security
year; Honda 400; weight
PRIVATE Investigator with deposit and
bench 753-4470 after
1 year lease
Itecetianeous
22 years city and state in- required
5pm
753-6313, after
14ft. TRUSES 6/12 pitch vestigation experience. 5pm, or 842-8664.
brand new, $15 each; 'Accident 'Criminal .'Civil
Sears shallow well pump, 'Personal or Corporate 2BR house in Murray.
155
brand new with tank, $100. 'Missing Persons. Your 753-4109
needs, our specialty. Call
753-5812.
Appliances
3BR, 14 bath in Panorama
Confidential Investigations,
Shores, 2 car garage
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
LIKE new standard size
(502)753-2641.
436-5513
has a full line of coins, silver
cook stove 498-8740
dollars, proof sets and
3BR house in Murray near
hobby supplies at Home
270
150
University. 492-8225.
Run Hobby Shop, 603 S
Mobile
Home
4th St. (Murray) and at OxHpmes For Sale
Furnishings
380
Yoke Antique Store
Pets
3 PIECE Clayton Marcus (Hazel). Our newest outlet 1971 CHAPPREL 12x65,
& Supplies
LR suite with 2 coordinating is at the Book Rack in Paris, 2br, 2 full baths, $4300
recliners and coffee and Tennessee on E. Wood Must be moved' 759-4773 AKC Cocker Spaniel pups
Street (901-642-5188). We after 6pm
end table 435-4479
wormed,
shots
also have a full selection of
1971 MOBILE Home par- 502-653-2301 after 3pirn
NEAL'S new and used fur- coin's
at the Treasure
tially furnished, $4000. AKC Golden Retriever
niture, appliances and cars
pupHouse (Murray), Mercantile
759-1438.
Just opened at 103 B St
pies Contact Mike Allen,
(Aurora), and Old Tobacco
Benton, Ky. 527-0403
Towne (Mayfield) We ap- 1972 12x60 CHAMPION, Clinton, Ky. 653-4307 or
OIL Painting. Must sacrifice praise estates and buy 2br, 1 bath, $4000 Phone 653-4614
for less than insured value. coins. 753-4161.
435-4308 after 5 30pm
AKC Lab puppies for sale. 1
Including Hargrove, ArmsCOMMERCIAL mono- BARGAIN Home Center's yellow male, 2 black males,
trong, H.Edwards, Cooper,
grammer,, does beautiful BIG September extravaganz.a 5 black females. Good
etc
Various sizes.
embroidery; tanning beds, going on right now thru 9/30. bloodlines.
Call
527-8907.
Sharp computer cash re- Save SBig BuckS on the home 901-247-3220 (Puryear,
SOFA bed, good condition, gisters; counter top; racks, of your choice. Come by and TN).
wind surfer; personal com- let us show you how. Bargain
$50 Call 753-1981
AKC
Pekingese,
puter; Censormatic sec- Home Center, Hwy 641
'h Pekingese $50;
SPECIAL - chairs $2-$4 urity system.
753-1300 or South,(Camden Hwy) Parts, 'A Sheepdog, Yi
Airdale
each; beds twin and full after 8pm, 489-2116,
TN 1-800-635-9507.
$25 each. Soon AKC Shisize, chester drawers,
couches, $10-$20 each; DOLL Collection: Antique, •INVENTORY REDUC- z u , Peek-a-poos.
lamps, tables and chairs, Alexanders, F&B many TION SALE! These homes 474-8057
coffee tables George more. Steiff Bears. Also do must go! From now thru 9/30, AKC
Pug puppies, fawn
Hodge & Son 806 Coldwa- repairs. Lay away for we dare you to find a better and all black
527-8907
ter Rd 753-4669.
Christmas. 901-593-5361. deal anywhere. Our already
low prices slashed even AKC puppies, various
lower! Bargain Home Center, breeds. $75 up
Hwy 641 South (Camden 615-746-5355.
Hwy)
Paris,
TN AKC Registered Boxer
1-800-635-9507.
Library Director needed for the Calloway County
puppies 753-3643 or
Public Library located in Murray, Kentucky. Oppor- MOBILE
home, extra 753-6848
tunity for creative, knowledgeable librarian to oversee clean, 2br, 1 bath, on 1 acre
AKC Scottish Terrier pupa growing tax-supported library of approximately lot 435-4144 or 436-5243
pies $150, AKC Cocker
65,000 volumes, extensive adult and childrens' progMUST sell 55ft mobile Spaniels VW. 489-2246.
rams, and staff of 6 full-time and 6 part-time.
home, with new outside COUNTRY Coon dogs for
Minimum qualifications include: M.L.S. from an paneling
and paint. New
accredited program, 3-5 years public library experi- carpeting and paneling in sale 436-5642
ence with administrative and financial responsibili- kitchen and livingroom
DOG Obedience training
ties. Working with staff and library board, the ideal Can see in community, 1st No force Problem solving
candidate will be able to have demonstrated strengths trailer on right on Forest Fast, effective, easy
436-2858
in leadership, planning, public relations, management Coleman Rd
of volunteers and auxiliary groups. Position open
FULL blooded Blue Heeler
280
immediately. Present salary range $20,000-S25,000.
puppies 901-247-3316
Mobile
Applications will be accepted until the position is
POODLE puppies AKC,
Homes For Rent
filled.
white/apricot. Paradise
bedroom,
furnished
3
2
OR
Please send cover letter, resume, and references to:
Kennels 753-4106
or unfurnished. Some new
Trustee Search Committee
furniture, natural gas410
P.O. Box 470
electric, air conditioned
Pubic
Murray,-KY 42071
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
Sale
3000 FORD tractor with all
equipment 753-1300 or after 8pm, 489-2116

LIBRARY DIRECTOR

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

•BUSINESS
is
slow,weadier's too hot, we're
overstocked, and winter's just
around the corner! All this
adds up to a super deal for you
on the mobile home of your
choicel We've got something
for everyone. New 14' wides,
16' wides, double wide:, plus
big selection of used homes.
Come see us - we want your
business and we're ready to
deal! Bargain Horne Center,
Hwy 641 South (Camden
Hwy)
Paris,
TN
1-800-635-9507.
*FREE! FREE! FREE!New
color TV, microwave or deer
nfle with your purchase of a
new mobile home from Bargain Home Center, Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy) Pans,
TN 1-800-635-9507.
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Heating
And Cooling
GAS heaters, vented, thermostat control heat,
50 000btu, $389 99.
65000btu $42999 Wallen
Hardware downtown Parts
Open all day Saturdays

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat., 8-?
641 N. past 16 mlle
marker. Turn left at
Charlie Miller Rd.,
3/10 mi. on right.
Boys clothes 2T-7 yrs ,
girls clothes, 5 yrs -10
yrs
men's clothes,
med -19
women
clothes small-12, lots of
odds and ends household 'terns

Mirrray Ledger & Times
470

430
Reel
Estato
FOR lease business
house on the square Burglar alarm, central heat/air,
top condition. Call William
Furches, 753-2376
FOR your real estate listings, sales, or auctions,
contact one of the oldest
offices in Murray Wilson
Real Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263
KENTUCKY Lake property
for sale: Mobile home with
large den over basement,
including 24'x20' garage,
air conditioning, furnished
with 9 lots near Murray, Ky.
Price: $10,000 (appraised
price $13,400) Call
618-797-0721.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
450
Farms
For Sale
IDEAL retirement farm. 48
acres in a quiet neighborhood on dead-end gravel
road, in northwest Calloway County. Includes 31
acres of income producing
land, beautiful wooded
building site over-looking a
new lake. Deer and small
game for those who enjoy
wild life, $50,000.
527-0903.
460
Homes
For Sale
2BR, 1 bath, 2 car attached
garage, vinyl siding, new
roof, central heat/air, 1 acre
lot, Hwy 121N 753-3139
3BR, 1 bath, brick house on
2 lots, located in Hazel.
Priced at $29,000.
759-9655 after 5pm.
3BR, 2 bath, LR, kitchen,
garage, good condition,
very low utilities, close to
downtown. 753-1566
3BR brick with carport, nice
neighborhood in town.
Central heat/air. 753-5054.
•AT BARGAIN HOME
CENTER, you don't have to
sacrifice anything for a low
price - Get it all!! Quality,
energy efficiency, eye appeal
and service plus a low price!
Hwy 641 South (Camden
Ilwy)
Paris,
TN
1-800-635-9507.

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1901 N. 12ili

.
St.

Fiesr TIME ON MARKET!!
iMust see to believe Antique lead
'entrance windows, parquet floor.
antique mantle in great room. Ni
2ba. bock ranch on large lot In
private neighborborxi Price below
market value. $89,900 304 Oakdale
Dr. 753-5676 or HorneSellers 7530375 Call Inc information!!!
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
4 bd.. 3 ha. Brick 0/1 I acre in
Sherwood Forest! 3.600 sq. IL 2 car
garage Private estate setting!
Alan-A-Dale & Sherwood Dr
GREAT BEGINNING -$311,•••
3 Bd., Bock ranch over 1 acre roth
assumable VA loan. TVA
insulation. Great shape. Many
feat ures.S.39,900 753-0530
BEST LOTS IN TOWN! Special
poem available for lots in
Rc=
rea just off Johnny
Road. WOODGATE ESTATES!!
. 753-0375
CHECK THIS can,
LOCATION NEAR CY. LACE
Well maintained 3 bd. bock on 3
tcmh
. ,,p
Large rooms and 30:40
. Variety of fruit trees. 10
• from Murray on Hwy 94E
$750100 474-2257 or 753-0375.
Let ua help you sell your real
estate! We bring buyers and
sellers together. Most
important, we use you money
by offering our services for a
fee which is usually less than
half of a regular commission
Call us! IlomeSellers -51•01-,

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES
HOUSE on 7'4 acres on
121 North 6 miles out,
$40,000 489-2802 after
5pm
NESTLED in the trees is
this immaculate in-ground
home with central heat/air,
overlooking wooded hillside Property includes 13
acres with barn and fenced
area for horses. Only
$59,500 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
WHY rent? Homes for
$1 00, Repos Gov't give
away programs' For information 504649-0670 Ext
R8047

10 ACRES of farm land in
SE Calloway Co
753-9278
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales & Appraisals
Roberts Realty, 753-1651
or 489-2266
BUCHANAN, TN commer
aal building with basement
apartment on 1 acre
900-644-9108

510

530

Motorcycles

Campers

1985 YAMAHA 225
3-wheeler, $450. Can-Am
250, $400 --Call 489-2334
after 4pm

1985 3211 SPARTAN park
model $6500 or trade
759-4414

1986 HONDA 125
4-wheeler, perfect condition
Asking $850
753-0864
1986 YAMAHA 225, good
condition, $1500 Day
753-1270, after 5pm
753-8766
1987 350 Banshe
4-wheeler Nert bars, extra
set of back tires $1800
Call after 5pm 759-4429
1989 YAMAHA Blaster
200 4-wheeler, brand new,
$1900 489 2471

520

Boats
& Motors
GREAT for the beginning
isherman 1979 Jeep
Cherokee, 4 door, V8 engine, brakes, air, tilt, cruise,
also 1986 Challenger 15'6'
bass boat, 1986 75hp Mercury engine, life wells,
2-Hummingbird LCR depth
finders, 411b trust trolling
motor, custom trailer Priced as a set $8600 Call
after 5pm, 753-0834
530
Services
Offered

490
Used
Cars
1929 MODEL A 2 doo
sedan, 90% restored
$5000 1-502-247-6820
1972 CHEVELLE SS blue
psipb, air, auto trans , factory 402 motor, rally
wheels, black interior, set of
raised white letter tires, excellent shape $2975
753-5216
1972 MERCURY Comet,
runs good second owner
car 753-9311

ABLE Construction Co.
Building Contractors Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, also basements
436-5598.
AC Repair - We specialize
in window units Free estimate 436-2904

1976 OLDS Delta 88, 4
door, $600 OBO, 1966
Olds 98, 4 door, hardtop,
$350 OBO, 492-8322 for
more information.
1976 PLYMOUTH Volare,
nice car, $650, 1975 Ford
Explorer pickup, $500
436-2237

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates. B & B Construction. 436-5263

1980 BUICK Century, 4
door, big V-6, rear wheel
drive, power and air, excellent condition, $1495. Highway 280 next to MSU Golf
Course, 759-1559 or
753-2079 anytime

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

1981 FORD Escort, $900.
extra clean 436-2237

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.

1981 OLDSMOBILE Tornado, 350-V8, pb,ps,p1,pw,
wire wheels, no rust, very
nice, $2150. 753-8585
1982 TOYOTA Tercel/
Corolla 5 speed 2 door, air,
AM/FM cassette, good condition. 753-7853
1984 HONDA CRX, good
condition, a/c, AM/FM cassette, tinted windows,
$3000 Call 759-4654
1984 TOYOTA Supra, psi'
pb, 5 speed, sunroof, all
extras, 45,000 miles,
$5900. 759-4624.
1986 CAVALIER Z24 red
with gray interior, 57,000
miles, $5200 759-1459
753-6122, ask for Randy
1986 DODGE Ramcharger
4x4, 59,000 miles, good
condition. '79 Cutlass Calais, 2 door 436-2194 after
530pm.
1986 TRANS Am loaded,
t-tops 753-6865 after
5 30pm
1987 ••v
L
e:r
ter

•

-

SOLD-

lIe
e in647 at

1988 DODGE Aries K LE 4
door, dark gray, accented
with light silver top, ps/pb,
air, luggage rack, wire
caps, 28mpg, $3600
753-5216
1988 FORD Escort GL
Auto, psipb, air, 4 door,
good gas mileage, 1 owner
Call 753-5447 after 5pm
'80 DELTA 88, high mileage, good condition
759-4980 after 5pm
REDUCED 1984 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo SS Call
753-5019, 753-6671
495

Vans
1986 CHEVROLET Astro
mini-van New tires, new
battery 753-9278
1987 FORD incline van
with 4 captain seats,
loaded, with cruise control,
tv, 35xxx miles, 1 owner,
like new 498-8740

530
Services
Offend

Services
Offered

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

L&R Plumbing 24hr
emergency service Wate,
and sewer lines Special.
ing in mobile homes
753-8101 8-5pm, after
hours 753-0768

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood MR Chimney Chimney
grain formica, all colors
cleaner 492-8561
Free estimates Wulft's Re,
PLUMBING repairman with
covery, Murray 436-5560
same day service Call
436-5255

CAMP
Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service
,/ •
Id

Junior Thorn.
Operator
30 Years Experience
Specializing in Septic
Tanks, Sewers, Foundations. Hauling, etc.
(502) 759-4664

CARPENTER decks,
fences, remodeling, additions and replacement windows Call 759-1424 after
5pm
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing. 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing. Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work. 753-5812
DO any type odd tobs tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work Free estimates Call
Robert Prescott, 753-2054
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite. 753-5484

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILL landscape Bushhogging Free estimate
436-5430
WILL mow lawns and other
yard work Will do light
hauling 436-2528

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIIINTTS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & s•• our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY Betiot1 Barn! Bread
TS15940
ersob........40,

BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476.

BUILDER: New homes,
framing, additions, garages, barns, patios, decks,
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourly/
contract. Tripp Williams,
753-0563.

SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman, 492-8345

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon -Fri.; 753-0530

aelN41
,

BACKHOE,trencher, excavating and hauling Kenney
Travis, 759-1039

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos.. Customer
satisfaction guaranteed.
Free estimates L.E. Williams 489-2663.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763

TREE trimming, brush removal, handyman Call
anytime 436-2768

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
759-4664.

BOGARD Paving- parking
lots, driveways sealing,
striping 20 years experience For free estimate call
753-9552

R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537
753-1221
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

A-1 STUMP Removal and LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Spraying Lawns, trees, For all your carpet and upand shrubs, unwanted ants holstery cleaning For a
and insects Call A-1 for free estimate call
professional service Glen 753-5827 Satisfied
references
Joiner 753-0906

ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, reTodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303

MUST SELL
USED INVENTORY CLOSE-OUT
AS IS, CASH AND CARRY
SAVE 30-60%
Used Price
$3,987
$5,075
$3,297
$5,596
$1,298

Used Tanning' Booth
Used Tanning Booth
Used Personal Sauna
Used Toning Table
Used Spa

MURRAY HOT TUBS
115 S. 13th St.

753-3488

PENDING
010111111111k
SALE,
Quality home in small community setting.
Three bedroom, two bath brick with dining
room and family room. Appliances, drapes.
carpet & much more. $55.900.

Roberts Realty
753-1651

414 S. 12th

C Stables
Route 1, Box 28

Boarding

indoor Riding Ring

Outside Riding Area

(502) 753-7702
Pager(Sae) 762-5962
3 minutes from Expo Center
on Penny Highway 783, Murray. KY

son
Used
Trucks
1976 FORD S700 dump
truck Perfect hoist, 2
speed axle metal flat grain
bed, great condition
$5000 753-2905

Motorcycles

1977 F250 4x4, good tires
rebuilt 400 engine Call after 5pm, 759-1412

1985 HONDA Shadow
8500 miles, excellent eon
dibon, $1500 753-7976

1989 FORD Lanet loaded
Sale or trade for older truck
8,000 miles Call 492-8887

470
430

Real
Estate
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Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
225 N. 2nd St.
759-1999
.24 Hour Answering Service
'Free Pick up & Delivery.
me Service Any Types

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, aN
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowieg Free es
timates 759-1683
INBOARD/outboard repair
service Service calls, winterizing. OMC, Merautser,
Mercury, etc. Call anytime
436-2768

OUTSTANDING LAKE HOME
The view of the lake from this waterfront home is
gorgeous_ Brick Bi-level, den with fireplace, 2 baths,
patio/deck and excellent boat dock Well-landscaped.
Includes 3 lots. Price just reduced

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St

7r
.
"7
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Pet owners win contests
in annual PAWS Pet Fair

Sammie Beale and her pet ferret, "Farra,wait the judges' decision
at the PAWS Pet Fair recently. Sammy'MI her pet placed third in
the "Most Unusual Pet" category. The seventh annual event was sponsored by the Humane Society.
b.

Sarah McNeary, left, helps Beth Brockway sell balloons at the PAWS
Pet Fair recently. About $850 was raised at the event to help purchase
food for the animals at the Animal Shelter. Both girls are members of
PAWS, the Humane Society's youth organization.

A young boy enjoys looking at the puppies in the Humane Society's
"petting pen" during the seventh annual PAWS Pet Fair -recently.

Members of the band, WRACK, performed at the seventh annual
PAWS Pet Fair recently. From left are Matt Lawson, Eric Niffenegger and Dan Cohen, all past members of PAWS. Fenix also played at
the event, which is sponsored by the Humane Society.

Pictured are judges for the Family Pet Contest which was held recently in the depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Judges were
Christie Walters, Keith Heim and Bill Lalicker. The event was held
during the PAWS Pet Fair, which is sponsored by the Humane
Society.

---

Preparedness week to be Oct. 7-13 Weighing the risks of disc surgery
The theme for this year's Earthquake Preparedness Week in Kentucky is "Kentucky Earthquakes:
It's Our "Fault," Unpreparedness is
Yours."
Set for Oct. 7-13, the annual
week will once again seek to focus
attention on the probability of a
major earthquake in the Kentucky
area and what people in the state
can do about it. Families, schools,
businesses and communities will be
urged to take part in activities to
prepare themselves.
"Scientific experts believe future
earthquakes which could endanger
lives and property are virtually certain, especially along the zone
known as the New Madrid Seismic
Zone," said Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in an official proclamation of
the week. He urged "public and
private institutions and the citizens
of the Commonwealth to participate in this observance and take the
necessary steps to prepare themselves, their families and their
communities for the threats posed'
by future earthquakes."
Schools are being urged to teach
lessons in earthquake science and
preparedness and to involve students in the annual earthquake
poster and essay contests. An
earthquake curriculum guide and
other educational materials are
available from the Kentucky Disaster and Emergency Services in
Frankfort. Area coordinators for

DES and local disaster service
directors also have information for
families and businesses.
The state DES agency will hold
an earthquake-scenario exercise at
the Emergency Operations Center
in Frankfort that week.
Earthquake Preparedness Week
ends with the annual Earthquake
Conference co-sponsored by the
Kentucky DES and the American
Red Cross. This year's conference,
the fourth consecutive such gathering, will be Oct. 12-13 at the Uni-

versity of Louisville Shelby Campus in Louisville.
Its first day will feature sessions
on preparedness, lessons learned
from last year's California earthquake and an update on the threat
to the central United States. The
second day will have four "tracks:"
medical, business and industry,
emergency responders and utilities/
lifelines. For more information on
the conference, contact the University of Louisville Continuing Education Center at (502) 588-6061.

Ceremonies to be Sept. 22
Groundbreaking ceremonies will
be held Saturday, Sept. 22 at 5
p.m. at the St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main.
Bishop David Reed and members
of area Episcopal churches will
join the congregation of St_ John's
for the groundbreaking liturgy,
which will be followed by a light

supper.
The new construction will provide a larger worship area for the
growing congregation. Present
facilities will be remodeled for use
as a parish center and for Christian
education, as well as for expanded
use by community organizations.
The public is invited to attend.

DEAR DR GOTT: I'm in constant
pain because of a ruptured disc between the 9th and 10th vertebrae. My
surgeon tells me that surgical correction could be very dangerous, yet
what alternatives do I have?
DEAR READER: A "ruptured disc
between the 9th and 10th vertebrae"
means that the supporting structure
(shaped somewhat like an inner tube)
that acts as a cushion between two of
your backbones has slipped (herniated) out of position and is pressing
against the spinal nerves that exit
from the spinal cord between the
vertebrae.
The condition you describe more
commonly affects the lower back (in
the lumbar region, below the thoracic
12th vertebra), so your affliction is
unusual because it is in the mid-back.
Lumbar discs usually cause pain and
,tingling in the buttocks and legs,
whereas thoracic discs, such as yours,
produce pain higher up in the back.
Non-surgical treatment of herniated discs involves rest, pain medicine
and special exercises to relieve the
painful muscle spasm that usually accompanies disc disease. In some instances, massage and spinal maniputation may alleviate symptoms
Often, the herniated disc will slip
back into its proper position, and the
patient will be relatively comfortable
— until the herniation re-occurs.
Surgery, to repair or remove a
slipped disc, is reserved for serious
cases that don't respond to conservative measures — or that continue to
recur despitemedical management.
Surgical correction is always dangerous because it means operating
very near the spinal cord . and its
nerves. When performed by compétent surgeons. however, the procedure is associated with low risk (paraltslajnfection or constant pain). In

general, repair of thoracic discs iS
technically more difficult than correction of lumbar discs; therefore, the
risks are somewhat greater.
Many patients, who experience
chronic pain and disability, readily
accept the risks, providing there is a
good chance of cure. This is a personal decision you'll have to make if nonsurgical treatment is ineffective.
You may feel less apprehensive if
you obtain a second opinion from a
neurosurgeon or orthopedic surgeon
who is familiar with disc surgery. In

any case, you will -need to have the
surgery, its risks and potential benefits explained to you before you consent to an operation. -

PETER
GOTT, M D

The ad that ran in the Menu Guide 9-14-90 for

AliArt
C ur
Oft§

416.40
•

IPURYIEAR TENN

gave the office phone number. The number
for placing orders is 901-247-5/98.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

12 MONTH FREE FINANCING
The Best Prices Anywhere with
Storewide Reductions

Plus
Save With Totally Free Financing

Save on Clayton Marus - Broyhill - Sealy Barcalounger - Chromcraft
Benchcraft - Lane - Universal - Dinaire - Cochrane

Now
CRASS UR MIRE
Final Di's • Shop

103 S. 3rd St.

Downtown - Murray

753-3621

